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Abstract. Voxel-based technology has already been present in the early
years of computer visualization. However its usage was almost entirely
confined to the field of medical image synthesis. Due to the continuous
development of the CPU and graphics hardware, its role has increased
again nowadays. It came to the fore especially in the field of computer
games because of its specific properties. This publication presents a
simplified visualization model and optimization techniques, which are
able to visualize smaller (perhaps animated) voxel sets in real-time with
certain compromises. The objective of the solution is not to reach the
level of photorealistic image synthesis, but a provide a well applicable
and simple method which can be applied for computer games and other
graphical applications

Keywords: voxel based visualization, software rendering, optimization

1. Introduction

Almost the entire area of the computer visualization is dominated today by
GPU rasterized polygon models. Although the voxel-based approach has been
available from the very beginning, but the early slow hardware were not yet
ready in performance for an approach based on atomic model structure. They
were strongly limited in memory and storage, so it is no wonder that the filling
based (scanline, half space approaches) polygon image synthesis has become
dominant.
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In the early ages, the process of rasterization was performed entirely and ex-
clusively by the CPU, the graphics accelerator hardware appeared only later.
However, the technology has been continuously evolved over the years, mainly
due to the computer games. Today it seems that voxel based technology is
a major trend in the area of photorealistic visualization. Besides the grow-
ing of hardware performance, the expectation about visualization have also
increased. A modern computer game has millions of polygons on the screen
at the same time. All of the voxelized versions of these would consume a lot
of memory and CPU/GPU time. Today’s GPUs are able to render a smaller
scene with various real-time effects (e.g. lighting, depth of field, shadows etc),
but in cases where many models are on the screen, the available GPU mem-
ory is probably insufficient. This led to the unfolding techniques of real-time
background data streaming into GPU memory.

To summarize, we can state that modern computer graphics stands before
the introduction of the effective voxel technology. Companies, the greatest
players in the computer game industry are constantly looking for voxel based
complementary solutions to achieve a more realistic view. These techniques,
algorithms are complicated, require a high level of knowledge from different
areas. This article therefore does not focus on photorealistic visualization,
rather displaying smaller voxel sets in a simple way. To answer the question
how voxel sets can we visualize without a deep mathematical knowledge beside
acceptable quality compromises.

2. Related works

The voxel-based, alternative rendering technology has already appeared in
the early years of the computer visualization. Because early hardware did
not allow to use displaying models which are able to provide professional,
high images quality, thus voxel-based techniques became less known. The
main area of its application was the medical diagnostic image synthesis, but
some interesting computer games were born applying ray base solutions at
the rendering. Although the CPUs were not yet fast enough, but owing to
the so-called Wave Surfing algorithm, low-end hardware were able to visualize
three dimension models (mainly terrains) in real time. Good examples are:
Comanche - 1992, Delta Force - 1998, Armored Fist - 1994, Blade Runner -
1997, Hexplore - 1998 etc. The early consoles (Amiga, Nintendo, Gameboy)
used similar technology with the help of software rasterization.

After the continuous spread of the GPU based rendering, which supported
the polygon based approach, the software based (voxel) solutions fell more
and more into the background. Although there have always been software
products (Outcast - 1999, Motocross Stunt Racer - 2002, Red Alert series),
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which used the voxel approach, the polygon-based technologies come to the
fore.

In recent years, voxels have become to a frequented area again. Due to the
evolution of the GPU, mainly the approaches using some kind of ray-based
technology (ray-tracing, cone tracing etc.) are showing progress. Solutions ap-
plying tree structures for faster rasterization are also popular. In publication
[3], one of the leader of the GPU market, the NVidia examines the possibili-
ties of using voxel representations as a generic way for expressing complex and
feature-rich geometry on current and future GPUs. Their benchmarks show
that the octal tree based voxel representation is competitive with triangle-
based representations in terms of ray casting performance. Szymon and Marc
[4] describe a system for representing and progressively displaying complex
meshes that combines a multiresolution hierarchy based on bounding spheres
with a point based rendering system. In [11] sparse voxel database structure
(GVDB) was investigated based on the voxel database topology. GVDB intro-
duces an indexed memory pooling design for dynamic topology, and a novel
hierarchical traversal for efficient raytracing on the GPU. They method can
give large performance improvements over CPU methods.

Global illumination is a modern trend to make scene lighting more realistic.
The voxel representation is becoming more important in this area. The lead-
ing company, Unreal Technologies presented a voxelisation based model for
global illumination, applying Deferred rendering [6]. The importance of this
technique lies in the fact that the technology is ready for the modern computer
games. Paper [7] and [8] also approach the problem of modern lighting using
voxel-based technology.

The voxel-based image synthesis is constantly evolving, it will be seen on the
screen of every average computer within a few years.

3. Voxel based visualization

Voxel based visualization is not a new area in the field of digital image syn-
thesis. The idea behind the name is that the model builds the 3D model from
voxels instead of describing it by today’s popular a polygon mesh. It can be dif-
ficult to define the term voxel. The literature often calls it as three-dimensional
pixel, but can also be called as atom. A typical voxel representation contains
the position, size and color information. In addition, renderers using different
technologies can store other information (e.g. normal vector), which are used
to achieve a more realistic visualization used (e.g. Ambient Occlusion). The
voxel-based representation has several advantages over polygon-based storage
model. Since the voxel set includes all necessary information of the model
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for displaying, texture mapping and mip mapping are not needed. The color
stored in voxels determines exactly the “look” of the model. Another advan-
tage of the representation is that we can define a very detailed model structure,
built upon atomic units. If observe the current trends in the computer game
industry, we can declare that the voxel technology can be a very possible fu-
ture of the computer graphics. This conclusion comes from the fact, that the
global objective of real time computer visualization is to reach more realis-
tic, physically correct results on the screen. Therefore the number of applied
triangles are constantly increasing and their size is getting smaller. This is a
process which tends to an atomic level, which is the world of voxels. Nowa-
days, screen space solutions (Normal Mapping, Occlusion Mapping, Parallax
Mapping etc) are dominated against complex triangle based model structures,
because using current screen space algorithms to add detail to a model are
cheaper for the GPU, than working with millions of triangles.

The main downside of the voxel technology is hidden in the large data set.
Even less detailed model structure has a relatively large set of voxels. Big
data set of models requires large amount of main and GPU memory, which is
fairly limited in case of GPU based visualization. Various, so-called streaming
technology must be developed to keep the current possible visible parts of the
virtual world in the GPU memory, however this technology needs a very com-
plex computer and visualization knowledge. Further additional problem of
the voxel set is the following: because the voxel based world comprises a large
number of voxels, the graphics pipeline should handle large data sets during
the various transformations. Because every CPU or GPU cycle counts, this
property has a significant impact on performance [1]. Today’s graphics hard-
ware does not directly support the voxel based visualization. There are some
trends emerged, mainly based on ray-based solutions, but there is no officially
supported direction/pipeline from the GPU manufacturers and graphics APIs
(OpenGL, DirectX) like in case of polygon-based solutions. using polygons it
is enough to specify a set of vertices, textures, and other properties of the ob-
ject, the GPU can visualize the data almost directly. To visualize a voxel set
with the GPU, the programmer usually should develop a custom technology
using (sometimes very complex) shaders performing some kind of simplified
ray-based technology.

Today, the NVidia company provides a ray tracing engine called Optix, which
is able to perform ray tracing on their GPUs. But since it is not officially sup-
ported by the common graphics APIs, its application possibilities are limited.
The computer game industry will not use this technology until it is not part
of the the graphical APIs (OpenGL, DirectX) and uniformly supported on all
modern GPU.
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The representation of the voxel set is independent of the displaying process.
In practice, many volume rendering algorithms have been developed. This
paper reviews the most important approaches and also presents a software
based simplified solution.

3.1. Cube based approach

This approach is the easiest, we might say the naive approach to display voxel
sets. During the visualization, all elements of the voxel set is represented
by a three-dimensional cube on the screen. The size of the cube is usually
predetermined. Although it is a simple technique, it is fairly popular in today
computer games (e.g. Minecraft, FEZ, Stonehearth, Voxatron etc). There are
several reasons for this: the visualization model is simple, easy to understand
and the results are cubic having retro impressions.

Although the model seems to be simple, because basically every cube is speci-
fied by a specific color, in practice, displaying larger models (millions of cubes)
cause many serious problems to the GPU due the high number of polygons.
As typical example, the shadow creations process can be mentioned. If we
use the popular shadow mapping technique, the models need to be renderer in
multiple passes. Handling point lights are even more complex, because cube-
map is required to store the 6 depth textures in case of only one light. The
another approach, shadow volume has also problem with large data sets: this
algorithm builds a coherent polygon mesh in real time from the world vertices
which are visible from the light perspective. In order to achieve a reasonable
frame rate, a number of additional optimization process (e.g. Space parti-
tioning, Occlusion Culling, Ordering objects by z coordinate etc) should be
introduced, which makes this technique also complex at the professional level.

3.2. Ray based solutions

An another popular rasterization form of a voxel-based world are the ray-based
approaches. A simplified variant (Wave surfing algorithm-2D raycasting) of
this technique has already been developed and used in early computer games
(Comanche, Wolfeinstein, Delta Force, Armored Fist, Outcast etc) and med-
ical diagnostic procedures. The main idea behind these approaches is that
the rasterization problems and the hidden surface determination are solved
independently by pixel to pixel. The algorithm casts rays through the render
target (e.g. the screen) pixels to the virtual space, then it recursively examines
their traversal, collision points and features. The big advantage of the pro-
cedure lies in its simplicity. The algorithm can solve numerous visualization
problem, which are able to be achieved with current “forward” and “deferred”
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Figure 1. Example of a cube based voxel visualization (Voxatron game)

rendering techniques, but using only a variety of additional techniques that re-
quire deep technological and mathematical knowledge (e.g. Cascaded Shadow
mapping, Ambient Occlusion etc).

Raytracing and its variants (e.g. path tracing) is the primary starting point
for today’s global illumination rendering solutions. Today, many attempts
unfolds, where the target of the experiment is to develop real time global
illumination using voxel based representations. Example: Epic Games-Sparse
Voxel Octree Global Illumination, ID Software - Sparse Voxel Octree, NVidia
- Efficient Sparse Voxel Octrees [3].

Performing global illumination like ray tracing on a voxel set is a computa-
tionally intensive, slow process. Therefore it is essential to use accelerator
structures, which are usually based on some kind of space partitioning tree
(e.g. KD-tree, BSP tree etc.). Using these structures, the visualization pro-
cess is the following: the casted rays are hit with the tree levels in order to
speed up the voxel searching process, which color should be drawn on the
screen. The main disadvantage of ray based solutions is that it is not sup-
ported by official graphics APIs(OpenGL, DirectX). Although the graphics
pipeline is programmable via shaders, the GPUs are not designed to support
the ray-based algorithms by directly by hardware. Today’s fast GPUs are able
to achieve some ray based rendering in real time. However these algorithms
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are currently applied only in graphical demos, not in commercial projects (like
games).

4. Simplified voxel rendering

The briefly described above techniques are not able to serve all demands.
However, there are cases when we want to display smaller voxel sets with
acceptable performance and with certain visual compromises (reduced shad-
ing/shadows etc.). Good examples are the two-dimensional computer games,
where although the projection is two-dimensional, some simple pickable items,
models are three-dimensional, they rotate or perform simple animation. Be-
cause the display does not want to rent a retro characteristic to the screen,
using larger cubes can not be a solution. The rendered voxel set should reflect
a two-dimensional characteristic on the screen, but stored in a 3D voxel model
format. Figure 2 shows the nature of the approach.

Figure 2. Red Alert, 2D game with 3D voxel units

None of the above solutions are not fully capable of performing these type
of rendering tasks. In case of the cube based approach, very small cubes (or
possibly balls) could be used in order to achieve high quality game objects.
Almost every cube would represent one pixel on the screen. In this case, an
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unnecessary amount of vertex set is created, which would impose a serious
load on the GPU.

The question may arise: why do we need a voxel set to represent a game
object, why not implement polygons? In these cases, the polygon set itself
would also be dense. But an another important cause is that the developers
would like to use the characteristic of the voxel representation, that the object
is built from atomic parts and therefore it is destructive.

In the following a simplified voxel rendering solution is presented, which is
capable to perform the above-defined tasks efficiently.

4.1. The square based approach

To describe the approach of the simplified voxel renderer, let start from the
logic of the displaying process. A voxel is a three-dimensional unit, its raster-
isation generally requires a two-dimensional mathematical projection, where
the corresponding pixels should be determined in function of the voxel color
and size. However the question arises, that if the voxel is mapped to the two-
dimensional space anyway, why bother the three-dimensional extent? Can the
extent of the voxel be modeled in two dimensions only?

We can apply a simple square based mapping to solve the problem. This
technique allows to visualize small voxel sets well in real time under certain
compromises. The following figure shows this simple mapping:

Figure 3. The image shows a magnified mapping of 4 voxels. Two
voxels are next to each other and two voxels are located behind

So, during the displaying process, voxels are represented as painted “tiles”
(square/rectangle) with predetermined size. The color of the tile is the color
determined by the voxel. The difference in x and y directions between the two
rows is a natural feature of three-dimensional mapping. In the above example,
the first row is located ahead in the space and the model isn’t positioned in
the origo.
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The following pseudo code describes the mathematical model which maps a
voxel into the two dimensional space.

var per_z = 1.0f / voxel.z;

var square_size = SIZE_FACTOR;

xs1 = + ((voxel.y - square_size) * per_z) + half_screen_width;

ys1 = - ((voxel.x - square_size) * per_z) + half_screen_height;

xs2 = + ((voxel.y + square_size) * per_z) + half_screen_width;

ys2 = - ((voxel.x + square_size) * per_z) + half_screen_height;

The result can be seen on Figure 4:

Figure 4. The shape of a screen mapped voxel

The (x, y, z) in the above formulas represent the spatial coordinates of a voxel,
the square size is an empirical parameter of the two-dimensional mapping,
the size of the square and the xs1, ys1, xs2, ys2 coordinates are the corners
of the 2D square. square size parameter can be configured according to the
rendering requirements. Usually this parameter is constant. Its behavior is
the following: if the voxel position is far from the view plane, the model will
be smaller on the screen. Therefore we can adjust this parameter to a smaller
number, because of the distance of the mapped voxel centers will be also closer
and their shape will overlap each other. If the model is closer to the new view
plane, the distance between the voxels will be larger. For this reason, the
size parameter should be a bigger number, otherwise there will be gaps in the
mapped model on the screen as the following image shows:
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Figure 5. Gap between projected voxels

4.1.1. Rasterizing the voxels

The easiest way to draw a voxel is to use a software based rendering approach.
Software rendering uses the power of CPU to create the final voxel graphics.
During the rendering process each voxel is drawn into a framebuffer which
is located in the main memory, then the buffer is passed to the GPU and
will be displayed on the screen. The solution is not incompatible with the
GPU-based visualization: the real objective in this case is to integrate the
two rendering techniques. During or after the hardware rendered models, the
software framebuffer can also be drawn.

The following code describes the drawing of a voxel:

for i = x_scr to x_scr2

for j = y_scr to y_scr2

index = i * frame_buffer_width + j;

if (j > frame_buffer_width || i > frame_buffer_height || j < 0 ||

i < 0)

continue;

if (voxel.z < zBuffer[index] )

z_buffer[index] = voxel.z;

frameBuffer[index] = voxel.color;

end

end

end

It is clearly visible, that the solution also requires a z-buffer implementation.
The reason for this is that, due to the spatial location of the voxel set, the
mapped squares can overlap each other in certain areas. The following image
summarizes the result of this technique:
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Figure 6. Voxel models in case of different z values

Figure 6 shows two models, where the first model appears twice with different
z values. It can be seen that viewing the horse figure from a distance we
can obtain satisfactory result, but if from closer the characteristics of the
rectangular representation appear. The level of angularity can be eliminated
by the tuning of the voxel density and its size. However the rendering time
may increase significantly, as the rendering of the second models shows. The
medkit model consist of 1.548.288 voxels. Obviously the visual quality is much
better, but while 355 FPS was measured at the horse model (49.152 voxels),
the performance was dropped to 63 FPS (without optimization) in case of
rendering the medkit.

For this reason, this approach is mainly intended for rendering small models
in real-time locating not too close to the camera.

5. Accelerating the rendering process

The procedure - although it does not contain any complex mathematical for-
mula - is quite computationally intensive because of the double iteration loop.
For every voxel an area of the framebuffer should be colored. The situation
is much worse when the voxels are located in the way, that they need to be
draw from back to front. In this case, due to the ordering of the voxels, the z
buffer cannot reject the non-visible pixels and a lot of pixels will be continu-
ously overwritten. Therefore this rendering technique requires some additional
extension, to reduce the number of necessary iterations.
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One of the most important optimization is to skip the non-visible voxels of the
model. This requires to build a suitable representation for the model, which
is capable to determine the outer voxels. During the rasterization the load of
the renderer can be reduced significantly.

A further acceleration approach can be the following: if the position of the
model changes along the z direction, after a certain z distance it makes no sense
to draw squares into the framebuffer. Because of the distance, the boundary
points of the mapped voxel are slipped to each other, therefore it is enough to
assign a simple pixel to a voxel. With this extension, the performance can be
also improved.

Figure 7. Significant jump in performance: left image is rendered
as true squares, right image is rendered as points with different z
distance. Number of voxels: 1.548.288

The redundant rasterization due to the formerly mentioned “unfortunately”
order of rendering can also be eliminated. Two solutions arise: On the one
hand, we can sort voxels along the z direction, then the drawing should began
with the nearest. This minimizes the number of overdraws because the z
buffer will reject the pixels. The second option is to determine the visible
voxels based on the angle of the camera and the model and display only the
visible parts.

Implementation of the solution requires substantial changes to the basic struc-
ture, where the properties of the voxels are stored separately. An enclosing
data structure should be developed that clearly identifies the adjacent voxels.
This structure and the approach has the advantage that in this case during
the transformations, the calculations shouldn’t be performed on each voxel
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Figure 8. Sample coherent voxel subsets. During the calculations
voxels can be handled in one unit, which increases the performance.

separately, but it is enough to be done on the coherent subset (Figure 7.).
During the rasterization, the renderer can use these precalculated structure
level parameters for drawing and calculating the position of the individual
voxels.

6. Conclusion

The field of computer visualization is dominated by the polygon model rep-
resentations. The graphics hardware vendors based their GPUs on this ap-
proach. The voxel technology has been present from the beginning, but it
only began to emerge in recent years due to the performance of computers.
The method presented in this paper attempts to fill a gap at the field of pop-
ular voxel rendering algorithms, which allows fast rendering for smaller voxel
sets under certain visual compromises. The solution cannot compete with the
performance of the polygon-based visualization, however due to the beneficial
properties of voxelization it is well applicable in certain areas. A good exam-
ple of this is, when the graphics engine combines the voxel-based solutions to
the polygon-based visualization opening the way to a modern mixed rendering
technology.
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Abstract. While implementing state-space representation technique of
arti�cial intelligence we found that the mathematical design suggests
having a separate state and operator classes. But this breaks the encap-
sulation principle of OOP. To solve this we introduce a new structural
design pattern, the super operator design pattern. A super operator is
a proxy to operators, it has a parameter which decides which operator
to call, it returns what the operator returns. In this way one class can
represent the state-space representation which contains the operators
and the states, so we can preserve encapsulation. On the other hand we
break separation of concerns and single responsibility principles, since
we do not separate states and operators. The set of methods behind the
super operator should have a similar contract, because the super oper-
ator can ensure only the common part of the contracts of the methods.
If this common part is empty, then this design pattern cannot be used.
The new design pattern is applicable if iteration over a set of methods
is important; a set of methods have similar contract, for the client is all
them same which one is called; the understandability is more important
than reusability, e.g., educational purposes; forcing encapsulation over
separation of concerns is essential.

Keywords: design patterns, state-space representation, super operator
design pattern
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1. Introduction

Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) as a topic is neither new and nor does Object Ori-
ented Programing (OOP). This article is about a new way of implementation
of the state-space representation technique of AI by using OOP.

There are some earlier articles where they are entangled to use the bene�ts
of both sides, like the book [11]. Here the mentioned paradigm is mostly used
for better modularity, clear hierarchical structure and reusability.

An article closer to our interest is [5] which is a PhD dissertation by Márk
Kósa. The focus in his paper is how to teach graph searching algorithms using
object oriented methods in Java.

As instructors of Computer Science BSc we had the possibility to teach de-
sign patterns and arti�cial intelligence at the same time. In our case arti�cial
intelligence course covers well-known graph searching algorithms like backtrack
and depth-�rst search, where the graph is generated from a state-space repre-
sentation. We learned the design patterns and design principles can help us to
implement the state-space representation in such a way, that our students can
easily understand it and create their own state-space representation based on
our new design pattern, called Super Operator.

Stata-space representation [6] is a technique to represent a problem, it is
given by the sequence 〈A, s,G,O〉, where A is the set of possible states, s is
the starting state, G is the set of goal states, and O is the set of operators.
An operator can construct a state out of a state, i.e., it is a function from A
to A. An operator has also a pre and a post condition. The pre-condition is a
predicate which decides whether the input of the operator is valid or not, the
post-condition decides whether the output of the operator is a valid or not.

In case of the well-known 3-missionaries and 3-cannibals problem [7] (There
are 3 missionaries and 3 cannibals on the left side of a river, there is also
a 2-sit boat on the left side. The problem is that cannibals are hungry,
and are going to eat missionaries if there are more cannibals than mission-
aries on any sides. We have to move all of them to the right side in safe!)
one possible state-space representation is the following: A = {a|IsState(a)}.
IsState(〈ml, cl, boat,mr, cr〉) :⇔ ml ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧ cl ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧ boat ∈
{left, right} ∧mr ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧ cr ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} ∧ml+mr = 3 ∧ cl+ cr = 3,
where ml means missionaries on left, cl means cannibals on left, mr means
missionaries on right, and cr means cannibals on right. s = 〈3, 3, left, 0, 0〉.
G = {〈0, 0, right, 3, 3〉}. O = {move01,move02,move10,move20,move11}.

From these 5 operators we give only one formally, the other ones can be
constructed out of this one using the intuition that moveXY means that
we move X missionaries and Y cannibals by the boat to the other side.
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move01(〈ml, cl, boat,mr, cr〉) = 〈ml, cl − 1, right,mr, cr + 1〉, if boat = left;
〈ml, cl + 1, left,mr, cr − 1〉, otherwise.

The operators of the state-space representation are called by a graph search-
ing algorithm, because the graph is not ready when we start the algorithm,
instead, some part of the graph is generated by the graph searching algo-
rithm on thy �y. For example: backtrack generates a path, depth-�rst search
generates a spanning tree of the graph. This means that we have to de�ne an
interface which is used by the graph-searching algorithms to call the operators.
The two main possibilities are the following:

• We follow the mathematical description and we de�ne separate classes
like:
� State, which represents a state,
� Operator, which represents an operator,
� StateSpaceRepr, which represents a state-space representation.

• We use the Super Operator Design Pattern and we de�ne only one class:
� State, which contains the operators and the states and represents
state-space representation.

The �rst solution seems to be better since we know that separation of concerns
[9, 10, 3] and single responsibility principle (for short: SRP) [8] are very strong
OOP design principles [8, 2]. Separation of concerns states that if two or more
concerns can be separated than it is a good idea to separate them, since the
resulting source code will have better reusability. SRP state that each class
should have only one responsibility, or in other words, each class should have
only one kind of reason to change.

The problem is that in the case of the �rst solution we separate two concerns,
state and operation, which belong very tightly together and hence we have to
develop these two classes in parallel: the Operator has to know State and
the State must be designed in such way that Operation should be easy to
implement. Furthermore, if the State is changed then most probably we have
to change the Operator and the other way around. This means that we have
an implementation dependency, which is not easy to overcome.

These problems come from the fact that this solution breaks the encapsula-
tion [1] OOP principles. It states that a class consists of a data-structure and
methods (by other words: operators) on data structure. The data-structure is
implemented by �elds of the class. The values of the �elds give the inner-state
of instances of the class. The inner-state must not be modi�ed from outside
the class, only the methods of the class may modify the inner-state.

While we have only a few OOP principles [1], like abstraction, inheritance,
encapsulation, and polymorphism, we have several OOP design principles [8, 2],
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like separation of concerns, single responsibility principle (SRP), open-closed
principle (OCP), Hollywood principle (HP), Liskov substitutional principle
(LSP), interface segregation principle (ISP), law of Demeter etc.

So, by the �rst solution we break a very basic principle, encapsulation, while
we preserve some high level principles, separation of concerns, and SRP.

The second solution is introduced in this article, and has the name Super
Operator Design Principle. In this solution we have only one class, the State
class. The operators are methods of this class. The problem is that the number
of operators and their functionality may vary wildly, although their contract
is the same: they create a new state from an old one if their pre and post-
condition is true. An idea would be to de�ne a list of operators, but in case of
this solution there is no Operator class. The other idea is to de�ne a "super"
operator which can call "basic operators". By "basic operators" we mean
operators of the state-space representation.

In this case we need two methods:

• NumberOfOperators(), which returns the number of basic operators.
• SuperOperator(int i), which calls the i-th. basic operator and just re-
turns what it returns.

In this way there is a well-de�ned interface for basic operators and we can
implement the concerns of state and operation in the same class. So we preserve
the encapsulation principle, but break the separation of concerns and the SRP.
In the following sections we discuss more deeply these two solutions and their
main variants.

2. Implementation of State-Space Representation Following the

De�nition

In this chapter we give the implementation of state-space representation which
follows its de�nition. We use 4 classes:

• State, which represent a state,
• Operator, which represent an operator,
• StateSpaceRepr, which represent a state-space representation, and
• Node, which represent a vertex of the search graph generated out of the
state-space representation.

We give here the source code of the �rst 3 classes (the whole can be found
here: http://pastebin.com/QvYzDG4R).

abstract class State {
public abstract bool IsState();
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public abstract bool IsGoalState();
}
abstract class Operator {

public State Operate(State a){
if (!PreCondition(a)) return null;
State b = operate(a);
if (!PostCondition(b)) return null;
return b;

}
public abstract bool PreCondition(State a);
protected abstract State operate(State a);
public abstract bool PostCondition(State a);
public bool IsApplicableOn(State a) {

if (!PreCondition(a)) return false;
State b = operate(a);
if (!PostCondition(b)) return false;
return true;

}
}
class StateSpaceRepr {

State startState;
List<Operator> operators;
public StateSpaceRepr(State s, List<Operator> op) {

this.startState = s; this.operators = op;
}
public bool IsState(State state) { return

state.IsState(); }
public State GetStartState() { return startState; }
public bool IsGoalState(State state) { return

state.IsGoalState(); }
public List<Operator> GetOperators() { return operators; }

}

We can see that class State and Operator are abstract ones. If we have a
problem, like the 3-missionaries and 3-cannibals problem, then we can create
child classes by implementing the abstract methods. The State class contains
two abstract methods:

• bool IsState(), which decides whether the instance is a state or not, and
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• bool IsGoalState(), which decides whether the instance is a goal state
or not.

One can argue that these two predicate could be implemented also in the
StateSpaceRepr. In this way the State class will be empty and the IsState(State
a) and IsGoalState(State a) will be abstract in the StateSpaceRepr. This
solution is possible but we think that the presented solution �ts better OOP
principles, since IsState() and IsGoalState() are methods on a state, so they
should be placed in the State class.

The State class is meant to be immutable. This means that if we run an
operator on it, then it will be not changed, so we do not have to make a
copy of before an operator call, so we do not implement the Cloneable inter-
face. Our implementation of 3-missionaries and 3-cannibals problem (http:
//pastebin.com/QvYzDG4R) follows this convention.

The Operator class contains 3 abstract methods:

• bool PreCondiction(State a), which is the pre-condition of the operator,
• bool PostCondition(State a), which is the post-condition of the operator,
and
• State operate(State a), which is the operator itself.

It is interesting that we have an Operate and an operate method at the
same time. The Operate method is public but not polymorphic. It follows the
template method design pattern and �x the order of PreCondition, operate,
and PostCondition. It is also an example for inversion of control, since it
calls and abstract method, operate, which will be implemented by the child
class, so not the child calls the parent, but the parent calls the child. The
operate method is abstract, i.e., polymorphic, and should be overridden by the
child to implement the operator, as you can see here: http://pastebin.com/
QvYzDG4R.

The StateSpaceRepr class contains the following methods:

• IsState(State state), it calls "state.IsState();",
• GetStartState(), gives back the initial (by other word: starting) state,
• IsGoalState(State state), it calls "state.IsGoalState();",
• GetOperators(), returns the list of operators.

This class just follows the mathematical description of state-space represen-
tation, which is 〈A, s,G,O〉, A is the set of states, s is the starting state, G is
the set of goal states, and O is the set of operators. The only di�erence, that
instead of set of states we have a predicate, the IsState() method, which can
decide whether a State instance is really a state or not. The same applies to
set of goal states.
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The only problem with this implementation is that it reveals a part of its
inner state, since it gives back the reference to operators by GetOperators()
method. The rest of the code can change the list of operators through this
reference, which can result in a hard-to-detect bug. So this implementation
assumes that the rest of the code is trustworthy.

Now we give the implementation of the child classes of State and Operator
in case of 3-missionaries and 3-cannibals problem:

class MCState : State { // Missionaries And Cannibals State
int ml, cl, boat, mr, cr;
public int MissionariesOnLeft { get { return ml; } }
public int CannibalsOnLeft { get { return cl; } }
public int Boat { get { return boat; } }
public int MissionariesOnRight { get { return mr; } }
public int CannibalsOnRight { get { return cr; } }
public MCState(int ml, int cl, int boat, int mr, int cr) {

this.ml = ml; this.cl = cl; this.boat = boat;
this.mr = mr; this.cr = cr;

}
// this creates the start state
public MCState() {

ml = 3; cl = 3; boat = 1; // 1: left, -1: right
mr = 0; cr = 0;

}
public override bool IsState() {

return ml + mr == 3 && cl + cr == 3 &&
ml >= 0 && ml <= 3 && cl >= 0 && cl <= 3 &&
mr >= 0 && ml <= 3 && cr >= 0 && cr <= 3 &&
(boat == 1 || boat == -1) &&
(ml >= cl || ml == 0) && (mr >= cr || mr == 0);

}
public override bool IsGoalState() {

return mr == 3 && cr == 3 && boat == -1;
}
public override bool Equals(object obj) {

MCState other = (MCState) obj;
return this.ml == other.ml && this.cl == other.cl &&

this.boat == other.boat &&
this.mr == other.mr && this.cr == other.cr;
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}
}
class MoveMC : Operator {

int mToMove, cToMove;
public MoveMC(int mToMove, int cToMove) {

this.mToMove = mToMove;
this.cToMove = cToMove;

}
public override bool PreCondition(State a) {

MCState state = (MCState)a;
if (state.Boat == 1) {

return state.MissionariesOnLeft >= mToMove &&
state.CannibalsOnLeft >= cToMove;

}
else {

return state.MissionariesOnRight >= mToMove &&
state.CannibalsOnRight >= cToMove;

}
}
protected override State operate(State a) {

MCState state = (MCState)a;
int ml, cl, boat, mr, cr;
ml = state.MissionariesOnLeft;
cl = state.CannibalsOnLeft;
boat = state.Boat;
mr = state.MissionariesOnRight;
cr = state.CannibalsOnRight;
if (boat == 1) {

ml -= mToMove; cl -= cToMove; boat = -1;
mr += mToMove; cr += cToMove;

}
else {

ml += mToMove; cl += cToMove; boat = +1;
mr -= mToMove; cr -= cToMove;

}
return new MCState(ml, cl, boat, mr, cr);

}
public override bool PostCondition(State a) {
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return a.IsState();
}
public override string ToString() {

return mToMove + ", " + cToMove;
}

}

The problem with this implementation is that the MCState class has to
reveal its inner-state by properties (we have a getter property for each attribute
in MCState class), otherwise we could not write the MoveMC operator.

One can argue that in OOP it is quite natural that we have a getter for
each attribute. This is true. The real problem is that MCState and MoveMC
classes are tightly coupled, i.e., there is a strong implementation dependency
between them. If we change the representation of a state, for example we use
boolean attribute instead of integer to store where is the boat, then we have to
change the operator, and if we change the operator, for example to have less
basic operator, then most probably we have to change the state.

This strong implementation dependency comes from the fact that the MC-
State represents the data-structure, and MoveMC represents the methods on
that data-structure.

This means that we break the encapsulation OOP principle, which states
that in OOP the data-structure and its method is one entity which is called
class. On the other hand we have high-level OOP design principles like sepa-
ration of concerns and SRP. Separation of concerns states that if two or more
concerns can be separated than it is a good idea to separate them, since the
resulting source code will have better reusability. SRP state that each class
should have only one responsibility, or in other words, a class should have only
one reason to change.

We can see that state and operator can be separated, and hence, by separa-
tion of concerns, it is good to separate them. SRP is questionable here. MC-
State has only one responsibility, it represent a 3-missionaries and 3-cannibals
state. MoveMC has also only one responsibility, it represent an operator of
3-missionaries and 3-cannibals problem. The question is that they change on
the same reason or not? If yes, then we should not separate them, if not, then
we should separate them because of SRP.

We present a reason which applies only to the operator but not for the state,
but we admit, that almost any other reason forces the changes both the state
and the operator. The reason which applies only to the operator is that we
would like to speed it up, for example by getting rid of the "if (boat == 1)"
statement. The new operator looks like this:
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protected override State operate(State a) {
MCState state = (MCState)a;
int ml, cl, boat, mr, cr;
ml = state.MissionariesOnLeft;
cl = state.CannibalsOnLeft;
boat = state.Boat;
mr = state.MissionariesOnRight;
cr = state.CannibalsOnRight;
ml -= mToMove * boat;
cl -= cToMove * boat;
mr += mToMove * boat;
cr += cToMove * boat;
boat = boat * -1;
return new MCState(ml, cl, boat, mr, cr);

}

This means that the condition of SRP holds, so we should also do separation
because of it. But there is still one more question. Do we really get better
reusability? Can we reuse MoveMC without MCState? In fact not, we cannot
reuse it, because of this line:

MCState state = (MCState)a;

The �rst step of the operator is to convert the input State into MCState, so
to use MoveMC we have to use MCState.

On the other way we could reuse MCState without MoveMC, but it is not
easy to �nd any scenario. A possible scenario is if we create another problem,
which uses the same representation. For example, there is a 3-sit boat instead
of the 2-sit one.

It seems that it does not pay o� to break encapsulation in order to preserve
separation of concepts and SRP.

3. Implementation of State-Space Representation using the Super

Operator Design Pattern

If we use the super operator design pattern, then we can encapsulate the state
and the operator in one class, although we do not know in advance how many
basic operators there will be. The solution is the SuperOperator(int i) method,
which can call the i.-th basic operator and returns what the basic operator
returns.
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In this way we need only one class, namely State, instead of State, Operator,
and StateSpaceRepr from the previous section. Of course we still need the
Node class which will represent the search graph generated out of the state-
space representation, but now any information comes from the State class.

Here we give the source code of State (the whole implementation of state-
space representation using super operator design pattern is here: http://
pastebin.com/6DNpQjVr):

abstract class State : ICloneable {
public abstract bool IsState();
public abstract bool IsGoalState();
public abstract int GetNumberOfOperators();
public abstract bool SuperOperator(int i);
public abstract object Clone();

}

One can see that this State class has 3 more methods compared to the State
class from the previous section. The new methods are:

• GetNumberOfOperators(), which returns the number of basic operators,
• SuperOperator(int i), which calls the i.-th basic operator and returns
what it returns,
• Clone(), which clones the state and which uses deep copy.

The �rst two methods are used to move the "interface for operators" from
StateSpaceRepr to the State class. This means that these two methods are
used by rest of the code to call the operators. The method call

• "state.SuperOperator(0);" calls the �rst basic operator,
• "state.SuperOperator(1);" calls the second basic operator,
• . . .
• "state.SuperOperator(state.GetNumberOfOperators()−1);" calls the last
one.

The idea is that at the time of the development of the graph searching
algorithms, like backtrack, we do not know the concrete problem, we do not
know the operators to call, we only know that we have to call (in the worst case)
all of them. So we need an interface that is known at the time of developing
backtrack and it can be used to iterate over the operators. This interface is
the above two methods from class State:

• GetNumberOfOperators(),
• SuperOperator(int i).
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The third method, Clone(), is used because we prefer mutable state repre-
sentation, where the operators can work on the attributes of the state. We
know from backtrack that sometimes we have to go back to an earlier state,
so before we apply an operator to a state, we have to clone t. This is done in
the Node class, which is not presented in this article, but can be found here:
http://pastebin.com/6DNpQjVr.

If one prefers to have immutable state representation then we need a kind
of copy constructor instead of the Clone() method. We have implemented this
variant, which can be found here: http://pastebin.com/gZ9rF4Qz.

The immutable variant moves the task "copy the attributes" into the oper-
ator, which seems to be less natural to our students, so we prefer the mutable
variant presented in this article, although it is more dangerous, because some-
times our student uses shallow copy instead of deep copy in the Clone() method.
Usually they learn in the course of debugging what is the di�erence Of course
we should also use deep copy if we choice the immutable variant but in this
case deep copy take place inside the operator.

Here we give the source code of MCState (the whole implementation is here:
http://pastebin.com/6DNpQjVr):

class MCState : State {
int ml, cl, boat, mr, cr;
public MCState() {

ml = 3; cl = 3; boat = 1; // 1: left, -1: right
mr = 0; cr = 0;

}
public override object Clone() { return

MemberwiseClone(); }
public override bool IsState() {

return ((ml >= cl) || (ml == 0)) &&
((mr >= cr) || (mr == 0));

}
public override bool IsGoalState() {

return mr == 3 && cr == 3 && boat == -1;
}
public override int GetNumberOfOperators() { return 5; }
public override bool SuperOperator(int i) {

switch (i) {
case 0: return operate(0, 1);
case 1: return operate(0, 2);
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case 2: return operate(1, 1);
case 3: return operate(1, 0);
case 4: return operate(2, 0);
default: return false;

}
}
private bool operate(int mToMove, int cToMove) {

if (!preCondiction(mToMove, cToMove)) return false;
if (boat == 1) {

ml -= mToMove; cl -= cToMove; boat = -1;
mr += mToMove; cr += cToMove;

}
else {

ml += mToMove; cl += cToMove; boat = 1;
mr -= mToMove; cr -= cToMove;

}
if (IsState()) return true;
return false;

}
private bool preCondiction(int mToMove, int cToMove) {

if (mToMove + cToMove > 2 || mToMove + cToMove < 0 ||
mToMove < 0 || cToMove < 0) return false;

if (boat == 1)
return ml >= mToMove && cl >= cToMove;

else
return mr >= mToMove && cr >= cToMove;

}
public override string ToString() {

return ml + "," + cl + "," + boat + "," + mr + "," +
cr;

}
public override bool Equals(Object a) {

MCState aa = (MCState)a;
return aa.ml == ml && aa.cl == cl && aa.boat == boat;

}
}

Please note, that the SuperOperator(int i) contains a "big-fat" switch state-
ment which calls the basic operators depending on the value of parameter i.
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Usually it is enough to write only a few operator with some parameter. In the
above example there is only one operator with two parameters: operate(int
mToMove, int cToMove). Although we have only one operator, there are 5
basic operators, because di�erent parameters give di�erent basic operators of
the state-space representation. The 5 basic operators are:

• operate(0, 1), which moves no missionaries and 1 cannibal to the other
side of the river,
• operate(0, 2), which moves no missionaries and 2 cannibals to the other
side of the river,
• operate(1, 1), which moves 1 missionary and 1 cannibal to the other side
of the river,
• operate(1, 0), which moves 1 missionary and no cannibals to the other
side of the river,
• operate(2, 0), which moves 2 missionaries and no cannibals to the other
side of the river.

The switch in the SuperOperator(int i) method calls them depending on the
value of i. The order of the basic operator is all the same, but it might be that
some order results in better running time.

Please note also, that GetNumberOfOperators() return 5, so there must
be 5 cases in the switch of SuperOperator(int i) from 0 to 4, i.e., we can
see the SuperOperator(int i) method as a mapping between the range 0 . . .
GetNumberOfOperators()-1 and the basic operators. We recall the methods
GetNumberOfOperators() and SuperOperator(int i) in order to make it easier
to the reader to check the above statements:

public override int GetNumberOfOperators() { return 5; }
public override bool SuperOperator(int i) {

switch (i) {
case 0: return operate(0, 1);
case 1: return operate(0, 2);
case 2: return operate(1, 1);
case 3: return operate(1, 0);
case 4: return operate(2, 0);
default: return false;

}
}

These two methods together are the heart of the Super Operator Design Pat-
tern, which is de�ned more formally in the next section. It is important that
the basic operators have the same goal: they create a new state out of the old
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one. In other words they contract is very similar, although not the same. For
example operate(0, 1) moves 1 cannibal, and operate(0, 2) moves 2 ones, but
both of them result in a new state if their pre- and post-condition holds, in
this case they return true. This is their common contract.

The super operator is suitable only if the client requires the common con-
tract. If the client would like to move 2 cannibals, then the super operator
design pattern is not good, because the client do not know which super operator
parameter value maps to the operator which moves 2 cannibals.

The graph searching algorithms are not interested how the basic operators
work, for them it is enough that they create a new state if they are applicable.
So the super operator design pattern is suitable for them.

The graph searching algorithms must call all the basic operators in the
worst case, but this is also possible by the super operator design pattern. It
is important to note that the operate(int mToMove, int cToMove) method is
private, so it is hidden from the rest of the code. It is hidden by the super
operator. Since super operator hides other methods, we can also call it "proxy
for methods", or for short "method proxy".

The super operator design pattern preserves the encapsulation OOP prin-
ciple, since it keeps together the data-structure (the attributes of State) and
its methods (the basic operators) in one class, which is the State class; but
it breaks separation of concerns and SRP, since the State class ful�lls the re-
sponsibilities of the states, operators, and the state-space representation.

Note that, that the implementation of Clone() is very easy in this example.
We have to call only a C# speci�c method, called MemberwiseClone(), which
creates a shallow copy of the instance. We know that Clone() has to create a
deep copy, but since each attribute in MCState is a value-type one, there is no
di�erence between shallow and deep copy. After this case study we give the
Super Operator Design Pattern more formally in the next section.

4. Super Operator Design Pattern

In this section we de�ne the Super Operator Design Pattern by the structure
used in the GOF book [GOF1995], which is widely accepted by programmers.

First of all we have to discuss whether super operator is a creational, a
structural or a behavioral design pattern.

Creational design patterns are used instead of the new keyword. The above
case study, especial the immutable variant, creates new State instances, but
this is not the intent of the pattern but this is the common contract of the
methods behind the super operator. So this is not a creational pattern.
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Behavioral patterns focus how objects communicate. This pattern gives
conditions only for one class, so this is not a behavioral pattern.

Structural patterns focus on relationships of entities. This pattern describes
how a set of methods and a special method, called super operator, are related:
the super operator is a mapping between its parameter and between these set
of methods, its parameter decides which method to call, it returns what this
method returns. So this is a structural design pattern.

Intent. Give a common interface, the super operator, for a set of basic methods
which have similar contract, the super operator hides them and ensures the
least common contract of them, the parameter of super operator decides which
one is called, so the client can iterate over the methods.

Also Known As. Proxy for methods, method proxy.

Motivation. While implementing state-space representation technique of ar-
ti�cial intelligence we found that the mathematical design suggests having a
separate state and operator classes. But this breaks the encapsulation prin-
ciple of OOP. To solve this we might introduce a so called super operator
which serves as a proxy to operators. It has a parameter which decides which
operator to call, it returns what the operator returns.

In this way state class can contain the operators and the super operator and
so we can preserve encapsulation. This means that to create a new state-space
representation we need only implement a child class of state. In this way the
new state-space representation will be concise and easy to understand. On the
other hand we break separation of concerns and SRP, since we do not separate
states and operators. Super operator design pattern favors understandability
over reusability.

The super operator hides the methods (the operators), and with the help of
"get number of operators" makes it possible for the client to iterate over them.
In case of state-space representation, the backtrack algorithm can iterate over
operators. The set of methods behind the super operator should have a similar
contract, because the super operator can ensure only the common part of the
contracts of the methods. If this common part is empty, for example, if one
of the methods gives back integer and another one gives back string, then this
design pattern cannot be used.

Applicability. Super operator design pattern is used when:

• Iteration over a set of methods is important.
• A set of methods have similar contract, for the client is all them same
which one is called.
• The understandability is more important than reusability, e.g., educa-
tional purposes.
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• Forcing encapsulation over separation of concerns is essential.

Structure. There are at least two classes:

• The server class which contains the set of methods hidden by super
operator.
• The client class which calls the super operator.

We assume that the client want to call (in the worst case) all of the hidden
methods, it wants to call the best one �rst, or it is irrelevant in which order the
methods are called. In this case the server has to have at least two methods:

• SuperOperator(int i, Object p1, Object p2, . . ., Object pn),
• GetNumberOfMethods().

The SuperOperator calls the i.-th method with parameters p1, p2, . . ., pn. It
might call the i.-th method with fewer or ever more parameters. It returns
what the i.-th methods gives back. The client calls the SuperOperator from a
loop like this one:

for(int i = 0; i < server.GetNumberOfMethods(); i++)
{

Object result = server.SuperOperator(i, p1, p2, ..., pn);
...

}

The Server class must be either immutable, or must be cloned before call of
SuperOperator, or the last call of SuperOperator must be withdrew before
the next call of SuperOperator. For the �rst two cases we have a sample
implementation:

• http://pastebin.com/gZ9rF4Qz, where the server class is immutable,
• http://pastebin.com/6DNpQjVr, where the server class is cloneable.

The server has to maintain a heuristic if the client wants to call the best
method at �rst, the second best afterwards. In this case the heuristic must
decide which method is the best.

Consequences. If we use the super operator design pattern then we do not
have to implement an Operator class, which results in less modular but more
understandable solution.

Related Patterns. There are two structural patterns similar to super opera-
tor:

• Proxy, which hides a critical object in a transparent way, and
• Facade, which hides a complex module by a simple interface.
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Proxy is similar to super operator, both of them hide some parts of the
source code from the rest of the code, but proxy hides a critical object, most
probably only one critical object, super operator hides a set of similar methods,
most probably not only one method.

Facade is similar to super operator, both of them de�ne a simple interface
to hide some part of the source code from the rest of the code, but while façade
hides several objects which work together as a complex module, super operator
hides only a set of similar methods.

5. Future work

We would like to study open source projects, like the ones hosted by Apache
Software Foundation, whether the super operator design pattern is used by
some of them or not. If yes, we should understand those variants and integrate
them into the description of this pattern. If not, then we must consult software
architectures and analyze their opinions about this new design pattern.
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Abstract. The data tree is a very widely used data structure in many
application areas. The tree structure provides an efficient storage and
data manipulation for different data lists or data sets. The prefix tree
is a special tree structure to store ordered lists of data elements. In the
prefix tree, the lists with common prefix part share the same path. As
the prefix tree can be involved in many data manipulation algorithms,
the cost estimation of the tree is an important component in the cost
function of the whole data manipulation algorithm. This paper provides
a cost analysis related to the tree size for a random input set of object
lists. The analysis includes both analytical and simulation methods and
the main result presented in this paper is an approximation function
based on the gamma-distribution.

Keywords: prefix tree, cost function, gamma-distribution

1. Introduction

The ordered list is a good implementation structure for the set representation.
The ordering of the elements enables a more efficient implementation of the
set operations. For example, the set intersection can be implemented with a
sorted merge algorithm. This kind of implementation is used among others in
the query engine of the relational databases during the execution of an inner
join operation. Thus, we have an object set with a total ordering on it:

〈Ooi,≤〉
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The size of O is denoted with M . A set of objects can be represented with
an ordered list:

l = o1, ..., on where oi−1 ≤ oi
A set of lists, L = 〈lj〉 can be represented with a special tree, prefix tree [1],
T , where every list l is represented with a path starting from the root element.
The prefix tree constructed from the lists on O is denoted by TO. The paths
with similar prefix part share the same segment in the tree. In the tree every
node is assigned to an element o ∈ O, except the root, which is empty node.
In the tree, every node represents an object sequence related to the nodes
along the path from the root. As some lists may be included in other lists as
sub-lists, we need a special flag in the nodes to denote the end symbol of the
lists. A given list o1, ..., on is contained in T , if there exists a path where the
i-th element of the path is assigned to oi and at the node related to on has
end-node flag set to 1. In Fig. 1, a sample prefix tree is shown which contains
the following lists: (1,2),(2,3),(3).

Figure 1. Sample prefix tree

The size of the tree T is equal to the number of nodes in the tree. The
prefix tree TO is a complete tree, if it contains all possible lists on O. The size
of the complete prefix tree for the O with M elements is 2M . This formula
can be deducted from the fact that if a new element is added to O, then a
node child node assigned to the new element must be appended to every node
of the tree. Thus in every step, the size of the tree is doubled (shown in Fig
2.).

In general, the cost of data manipulation operations depend on the size of
the data structure. Thus, the size of the prefix tree is an important factor in
cost estimation of the data manipulation algorithms. As the size of the data
tree depends on the set of input list, the total cost is also a function of the
input data. Considering the data set, there are two crucial factors in data
generation:

• number of lists
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Figure 2. Construction of complete prefix trees

• distribution of the elements in the lists.

The enumeration of tree structures is an intensively investigated topic in
the literature. Regarding the general complexity analysis of tree, we can find
many contributions [4], [5], [6]. On the other hand, there are no enumeration
studies on the prefix tree structure as a specific tree in the literature. The
goal of our contribution is to provide an initial analysis on the size complexity
of the prefix tree structures.

In our investigation, as an initial step, an independency assumption is ap-
plied, that means that the probability of the existence of element oi in the
list, is independent from the probability of any other element oj . The main
parameters of the input data generation are the followings:

• M : the number of elements in O,
• K: the number of lists in the input data set,
• pi: the probability of the element oi in the input lists,
• pO = (p1, ..., pM ) : the probability vector for O.

2. Cost Analysis of the prefix tree size

Two basic approaches are analyzed in our work. The first is based on ap-
plication of exact probabilistic formulas to determine the size of the generated
prefix trees. This method provides precise values but the formulas become
too complex when M > 2. The second method uses simulation to generate
random lists to build up prefix trees. The size of the generated prefix trees
are investigated using statistical methods. Based on the experiences, this ap-
proach is more suitable to approximate the size of the tree for larger data sets
too.
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2.1. Enumeration formula

For the case, M = 2, the analytical, exact formulas can be constructed
on a straightforward way. The formula for the tree size is built up from the
following components.

• P0 = (1− pa)(1− pb), probability that none of the two elements occurs
in the list,
• Pa = pa(1− pb), probability that only element a occurs in the list,
• Pb = (1− pa)pb, probability that only element b occurs in the list,
• Pab = pa · pb, probability that both elements a and b occur in the list.

It can be verified that

P0 + Pa + Pb + Pab = (1− pa)(1− pb) + pa(1− pb) + (1− pa)pb + papb = 1

Considering the size of the resulted prefix tree, the probabilities of the
different size values can be calculated. The probability of the size i is denoted
by Pi and the value can be calculated on the following way:

P1 = PK0

P2 =
K∑
i=1
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i
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The average value of the tree size is calculated with:

E[Ntree] = P1 + 2 · P2 + 3 · P3 + 4 · P4

The exact formulas were calculated in a Matlab application for different el-
ement probability values. For the sake of simplicity, both elements have the
same probability: pa = pb. The resulted size-function is shown in Figure 3.

As for an arbitrary M , the number of tags in the formula increases to 2M ,
it is not possible to use this approach for analysis of larger problems. Thus
the application of the exact enumeration formulas is very limited.
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Figure 3. The average size for different element probabilities (M=2)

2.2. Cost Analysis with Simulation

In the simulation, prefix trees are built up from random lists. The gen-
eration function to construct the random lists is based on the Monte Carlo
method and it depends on three parameters:

• M : the number of elements in O,
• K: the number of lists in the input data set,
• p: the common probability of the elements to appear in the list.

The goal of the simulation is to determine the dependency between the tree
size and the input parameters. In our implementation, the lists are stored in
a binary matrix form, where the columns correspond to the elements and the
rows denote the generated lists. The matrix element m(i, j) is equal to 1 if
the i-th list contains the j-th element, otherwise the value is equal to 0.

The size of the trees are calculated with the following algorithms:

• ordering of the input lists by the length of the list,
• eliminating the lists contained in other lists,
• tree construction from the reduced set of lists.

In the simulation, N denotes the number of performed tests. The average
of the test results is used to construct the size function. The empirical cost
function yielded by the tests for M = 2, is shown in Fig. 4.

As it is expected, the simulated cost function for larger N values is more
smoother than the functions for small N values. In the investigated parameter
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Figure 4. The experimental cost function in dependency from K. M
= 2; p = 0,3 and 0,5; N = 10; 1 000; 100 000

ranges, the simulated cost functions are very similar to the exact calculated
cost functions. The corresponding error values, calculated as the difference
between the simulated and calculated cost values, are given in Table 1.

Table 1. The error of the simulated cost function

N = 10 N = 1000 N = 100000
p = 0.3 0.6981146 0.098185 0.010077
p = 0.5 0.549177 0.064796 0.007265

For larger M and K values, as the run time of the simulation became
significantly high, only lower number of tests were executed. The parameter
range investigated in the test series are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The investigated parameter ranges in the simulations

min max step
M 5 50 5
K 200 12000 200
p 0.3 0.5 0.2

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the tree size is shown in dependency of K for different
M values. It can be seen that for a higher K value, the prefix tree will be
complete and the cost remain constant. The shape of the cost function in Fig
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Figure 5. Simulated cost function for large K values

Figure 6. Simulated cost function for small K values

6 shows that the investigated parameter range is still far from the saturation
threshold.

We have tested the value of the saturation threshold in the dependency of
the M value. The result is shown in Fig. 7. Our experience is that the K
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saturation value is an exponential function of M and the increase is larger for
p = 0.3 than for p = 0.5.

Figure 7. The saturation value (K) in dependency of M, p=0,3; p= 0,5

3. Approximation of the cost function

In order to find an appropriate analytical approximation function, we have
first normalized the experimental functions. The normalization on the axis
y means that the cost value is transformed into the [0,1] interval. The same
normalization can be performed along the axis x too. With the application
of the normalization, we can transform the shape of the cost function into a
form independent from the current value of M . Thus the resulted graphs can
be used to describe the cost function for every M value. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9
show the normalized form of the cost function given with a red color.

The analysis of the normalized cost functions shows that the have a com-
mon shape which is very similar to the gamma distribution. The gamma
distribution is a continuous probability distribution with two parameters [2].
The two parameters are the shape parameter (k) and the scale parameter (θ).
The probability density function of the gamma distribution is given with the
following formula:

f(x, k, θ) =
xk−1e−

x
θ

θkΓ(k)
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where

Γ(z) =

∫ ∞
0

xz−1e−xdx

The corresponding distribution function is given with

P (k, θx) =
1

Γ(a)

∫ θx

0
zk−1e−zdz

The approximation algorithm was implemented in Matlab using the system
function gamcdf [3].

Figure 8. The normalized cost function in dependency of normal-
ized K values, M = 15-50 p = 0.5, k = 0.75; theta = 0.8

Using the regression method for (k, θ) to determine the best matching
f(x, k, θ) gamma distribution, we could achieve a very good approximation
of the experimental cost functions. In Fig 8. and Fig 9, the approximation
gamma distribution functions are given in color blue.

4. Conclusion

In the performed analysis, we have tested the size function of the prefix
tree in dependency from the size and value distribution of the input data on
an analytical and experimental way. Test results show that simulation-based
experiments provide a good approximation of the analytical cost functions.
After normalization of the experimental cost functions, we have found that
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Figure 9. The normalized cost function and the gamma approxima-
tion in dependency of normalized K values, M =8; 9; 10; p = 0.5; k
= 0.75; theta = 0.8;

Figure 10. The normalized cost function and the gamma approx-
imation in dependency of normalized K values, M = 8; 9; 10; p =
0.3; k = 0.3; theta = 12

the normalized cost functions can be efficiently approximated with a gamma
distribution. In the next phase of the research project, the goal of the analysis
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will be the development of an efficient method for calculation of the scale and
shape parameters of the best matching gamma distribution.
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Abstract. Practical task of information reliability and security is the ef-
fective intrusion detection and prevention. Open systems are vulnerable.
Having in detail information about system structures, more and more
sophisticated network intrusion methods could be easily developed and
quickly tested. Intruders are always keeping update information about
the current technology and generate new intrusion methods. There are
several defense solutions against intrusions. The most common solu-
tion is Intrusion Detection System (IDS). For giving a short overview of
some IDS methods, this paper applies the commonly available KDD-99
dataset for compare and discuss the IDS performance in case of dif-
ferent intrusion types. In this paper, the IDS performance of the J48,
Random Forest, Random Tree, Decision Table, Multi-layer Perceptron
(MLP) and Naive Bayes Classifier compared based on the average accu-
racy rate, precision, false positive and false negative performance in case
of DOS, R2L, U2R, and PROBE attacks. Moreover, the focus would
be on false alarm values. During the tests, the random forest algorithm
produced the highest average of accuracy rate 93.77%, while the Ran-
dom tree algorithm had the lowest rate 90.57%. The lowest value of false
negative was produced by the decision table algorithm.

Keywords: KDD-99 dataset, Intrusion Detection, The Denial of service
attack, Data mining Algorithms
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1. Introduction

Information technology had a rapid development in the last two decades.
Computer networks are widely used by industry, business and in various fields
of the human life. Maintaining the reliability of networks became an essential
task of the IT administrators. On the other hand, the rapid development also
produces several challenges and the question of network reliability became a
very difficult task. There are many types of attacks threatening the availabil-
ity, the integrity and the confidentiality of computer networks. The Denial of
Service attack (DoS) considered as one of the most common harmful attacks.

The aim of DoS attacks is to temporarily deny services for the end users.
In the most common case, it consumes the network resources and overloads
the system with undesired requests. For this reason the DoS acts as a large
umbrella of naming for all types of attacks which aim to consume computer and
network resources. In 2000 Yahoo was the first victim of a DoS attack, which
was also the date, when the DoS recorded its first public attack [1]. Nowadays
web services and social websites are the main target of DOS attacks [2].

From another vulnerability perspective, the remote to local (R2L) attacks
are another common types of attacks which are designed to gain local ac-
cess permissions remotely in case if some network resources (e.g. servers) are
protected by allowing access only for local users. There are several types of
R2L attacks e.g. SPY and PHF. These types of attacks aim to prepare illegal
remote access to the network resources [3].

Related to the illegal access to the network and computer resources, the
type of User to Root (U2R) attacks aim to switch the attacker access per-
mission from normal user to the root user, who has full access rights to the
computers and network resources [4]. The main challenge is that attackers are
always keeping up-to-date their tools and techniques for exploiting any kind of
vulnerabilities appearing to be known. Hence, it is very difficult to detect all
types of attacks based on single fixed solutions. For that Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) became an essential part of network security. It is designed to
monitor the network traffic and generate alerts when any attacks appear. IDS
can be implemented to monitor network traffic of a specific device (host IDS)
or to monitor all the network traffics (network IDS) which is the most common
type used.

Conceptually there are two types of IDS, Anomaly based IDS and Misuse
based IDS. Anomaly based IDS implemented to detect attacks based on the
recorded normal network behavior. It compares the current real time traffics
with the previously recorded normal traffics. This type of IDS is widely used
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because it has the ability to detect the new (previously unknown) type of in-
trusions, too. On the other hand, conceptually it registers the largest values of
false positive alarms too, for the situations, which is normal, but not recorded
among the “normal network behavior” samples (e.g. there is an uncommonly
large number of normal packets considered to be attacking traffic).

Misuse intrusion detection systems are implemented to detect attacks based
on a repository of attack signatures. Conceptually it has no false positive
alarms but a new type of attack (which signature is missing from the reposi-
tory) can succeed to pass-through as a normal traffic.

According to [5], attacks detection considered as a classification problem
because the target is to clarify whether the packet either a normal or an
attack packet. Therefore, an IDS can be built based on the methodology of
machine learning algorithms.

To compare the IDS performance of different machine learning algorithms,
in this paper, the following algorithms have been studied: J48, Random Forest,
Random Tree, Decision Table, Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and Naive Bayes
Classifier. For the model formation and evaluation the publicly available KDD-
99 benchmark dataset was applied. The studied attack types were DOS, R2L,
U2R, and PROBE.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section (2) summarizes the
work related to the IDS application of the KDD-99 dataset and briefly intro-
duces the applied machine learning algorithms. The preprocessing steps of the
KDD-99 dataset are discussed in section (3). Section (4) gives a brief overview
of the selected data mining algorithms that are used in the experiments. In
section (5) some details of the IDS model forming is presented briefly. Section
(6) introduces the applied metrics used for evaluating the performance of the
IDS methods and discusses the experiments and the achieved results. Finally,
section (7) concludes the paper.

2. IDS and the KDD-99 dataset

The commonly available KDD-99 is the data set used at The Third Inter-
national Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition [6] for the
task of building a network intrusion detector. The competition was held in
conjunction with KDD-99 The Fifth International Conference on Knowledge
Discovery and Data Mining in 1999. Although KDD-99 dataset is rather old, it
is still widely used in academic research for testing and comparing IDS perfor-
mance [7]. Because of its unceasing popularity, for comparing and discussing
the IDS performance in case of different intrusion types in this paper also the
KDD-99 dataset is chosen. In [2], for a classifier selection model, the authors
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made a deep survey of IDS and the KDD-99 dataset. They extracted 49,596 in-
stances of KDD-99 dataset to implement several machine learning algorithms
e.g. Naive Bayes and MLP. Authors succeeded to propose two models for
detecting intrusions types of the KDD-99 dataset. In [8] the authors applied
a MATLAB implementation of Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for
IDS. They used the KDD-99 dataset as an IDS benchmark data. They claimed
that the SVM algorithm needs long training time and hence the usability of
SVM is limited. In [9] the authors preprocessed the KDD-99 dataset, symbol-
ized and normalized the attributes to the [–1, 1] range. Then a feed forward
neural network was applied in two experiments. The authors concluded that
the neural network is not efficient for detecting R2L and U2R attacks but it
has acceptable accuracy rate in detection DOS and PROBE attacks. In [10]
the authors are implemented Fuzzy ARTMAP, Radial-basis Function, Back
propagation (BP) and Perceptron-back propagation-hybrid (PBH) IDS. The
four algorithms evaluated and tested on the KDD-99 dataset, in which the BP
and PBH algorithms achieved the highest accuracy rate. Another research
direction focuses on attributes selection algorithms in order to reduce the cost
of the computation time. In [11] authors are focusing on selecting the most
significant attributes to design IDS that have a high accuracy rate with low
computation time. They implemented the IDS based on extended classifier
and neural network to reduce false positive alarm as much as possible. In [12]
the information gain algorithm was implemented to be an effective attributes
selection method for improving the DoS intrusion detection. The genetic algo-
rithm (GA) was also implemented to enhance detection of different intrusion
types. In [3] the author proposed a methodology to derive the maximum
detection rate with the minimum false positive rate. The GA was applied
to generate a number of effective rules to detect intrusions. They achieved
97% accuracy on the KDD-99 dataset. In [13] the Naive Bayes algorithm was
applied to detect all intrusions types of the KDD-99 dataset. The authors
concluded that the detection rate is unacceptable if they apply only a single
IDS algorithm. Some IDS research is focusing on a specific type of attack. In
[14] a new Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) dataset is collected from the
samples of http ood, smurf, SiDDoS and udp ood attacks data. The DDoS
dataset then tested with different IDS algorithms. For detecting the DDoS
intrusions, the MLP algorithm achieved the highest accuracy rate (98.36%).
Another example for applying the KDD-99 dataset for evaluating different IDS
methods can be found in [15], where the performance of 20 different classifiers
were compared on different attack categories. Regarding to the implemented
experiments the Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) algorithm
getting a higher accuracy rate. Furthermore, the fuzzy logic obtained an ac-
cepted accuracy rate compared with other implemented algorithms. Moreover,
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the lowest accuracy rate recorded by Partial Decision Tree (PART) algorithm.
Additionally, The acceptable IDS should perform with an accepted average
accuracy rate and lowest possible false negative value.

The KDD-99 dataset still provides a reasonable benchmark environment for
testing and evaluating various machine learning algorithms. It is also impor-
tant to note, that a single machine learning algorithm could not provide an
acceptable detection rate. One solution for this problem is the application
of different IDS algorithms for detecting various type of attack threats. In
the followings seven types of Machine Learning and Data mining Algorithms
(J48, Random Forest, Random Tree, Decision Table, MLP, Naive Bayes, and
Bayes Network) will be implemented, tested, compared and evaluated based
on KDD-99 dataset. Our interest is directed to the most important perfor-
mance parameters, like false negative and false positive attack detections. We
would like to select the most promising IDS methods which could achieve an
acceptable accuracy rate with the minimum false negative detections.

3. Preprocessing the KDD-99 dataset

The KDD-99 dataset can serve as a good sample for several intrusion be-
haviors, and good benchmark for testing and evaluating intrusion detection
algorithms. The KDD-99 dataset first published by the MIT Lincoln labs at
the University of California in 1999 and still available in UCI Machine Learn-
ing Archive [16]. It includes 4,898,431 instances with 41 attributes.

The first step of the IDS model generation is the preprocessing of the
dataset. For this reason in our case the KDD-99 dataset was first imported to
an SQL server 2008, then various statistical measurements values e.g. distribu-
tion of instances records, attacks types and occurrence ratios were calculated.
Fig. 1 presents the main preprocessing steps of the KDD-99 dataset.

Statistical measurements provide a deep understanding of this dataset in
order to extract impartial experiments. Table 1 illustrates the distribution
of the attacks types within KDD-99 dataset. There are 21 type of attacks,
which can be categorized into four groups with different number of instances
and occurrences. 79% of the instances are related to DOS attacks, 19% are
belong to normal packets and 2% can be categorized as other attacks types.
Based on these values the KDD-99 appears to be an unbalanced dataset. The
packets have 41 attributes.

These attributes are basic information which can be collected during the
TCP/IP connection [4]. Table 2 illustrates these fundamental TCP/IP at-
tributes. One important contribution of the KDD-99 dataset, that it also
contains 32 expert suggested attributes which can help the understanding of
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Figure 1. Preprocessing steps of the KDD-99 dataset

the behavior of an attack type. I.e. the most significant attributes of the four
attack groups (DOS, R2L, U2R and PROBE) are also included.

4. The applied Data Mining algorithms

This section provides a brief overview of the machine learning algorithms
applied for the IDS classification tasks in the rest of the paper. Machine
learning algorithms can be categorized as supervised and unsupervised algo-
rithms [17]. Supervised algorithms learn for predicting the object class from
pre-labeled (classified) objects. The unsupervised algorithm finds the natural
grouping of objects given as unlabeled data. In our IDS study supervised
learning algorithms will be applied, as the imported KDD-99 dataset includes
predefined classes.

J48 Classifier: This classifier is designed to improve the implementation of
the C.4.5 algorithm, which is introduced by Ross Quilan [18] in 1993. The
output of this classifier is in the form of decision binary trees, but with more
stability between computation time and accuracy then the original C.4.5 [19].
The decision about the expected output is the leaf node of the decision tree
structure.

Decision Table Classifier: The main idea of this classifier is to build a lookup
table for identifying the predicted output class. There are several algorithms
e.g. breadth first search, genetic algorithm and cross validation can be imple-
mented to generate an efficient decision table [20]. The lookup table includes
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Table 1. The distribution of the attack types within the KDD-99 Dataset

Categories of Attack Attack name Number of instances
DOS SMURF 2,807,886

NEPTUNE 1,072,017
Back 2,203
POD 264
Teardrop 979

U2R Buffer overflow 30
Load Module 9
PERL 3
Rootkit 10

R2L FTP Write 8
Guess Passwd 53
IMAP 12
MulitHop 7
PHF 4
SPY 2
Warez client 1,020
Warez Master 20

PROBE IPSWEEP 12,481
NMAP 2,316
PORTSWEEP 10,413
SATAN 15,892

Table 2. The fundamental attributes of a TCP/IP connection

Attributes Type
Total duration of connections in second continuous
Total number of bytes from sender to receiver. continuous
Total number of bytes from receiver to sender continuous
Total number of wrong fragments continuous
Total number of urgent packets continuous
Protocol type discrete
Type of service discrete
The status of the connection (normal or error) discrete
Label (1) if the connection established from to
the same host. Otherwise label (0)

discrete

a set of conditions and the expected classes. These are the rules of the decision
table classifier, which are predicting the classes for the incoming inputs [21].
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The rules of the decision table can also be fuzzyfied, this case the Decision
Table Classifier can also handle uncertainties of the inputs and classes.

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) Classifier: MLP is one of the most common
algorithms that proved its effectiveness to deal with several application areas
e.g. time series classification and regression problems [22]. During the im-
plementation the testing phase can be short, but the training phase typically
needs a long time. MLP algorithm can be implemented with various transfer
functions e.g. Sigmoid, Linear and Hyperbolic. During the implementation
the number of outputs, or expected classes is straightforward, but the number
of the hidden layer neurons should be correctly defined for having an effective
MLP classifier. At the beginning, every node within the neural network had
its randomly weight and bias values, the large weight values in the input layer
present the most effective attributes within a dataset, and on the contrary,
the small weight values present the least effective attributes within a dataset.

Naive Bayes Classifier: This classifier refers to the group of probabilistic
algorithms. It implements Bayes theorem for classication problems. The first
step of Naive Bayes classifier is to determine the total number of classes (out-
puts) and calculate the conditional probability for each dataset classes. After
that, the conditional probability is calculated for each attribute. The standard
formula of Naive Bayes can be found e.g. in [10]. Furthermore, it has the abil-
ity to work with discreet and continuous attributes too. On the contrary of
MLP classifier Naive Bayes can be implemented within a short period of time
[13]. The Naive Bayes Classifier can be represented as a Bayesian Network
(BN) or a Belief Network. BN presents independent conditional probabilities
based on understanding framework. In general BN is an acyclic graph between
expected class (output) and a number of attributes [23].

Random Tree Classifier: It is one of the classification tree algorithms. The
random tree classifier is a finite group of decision trees. The number of trees
must be fixed in advance. Each individual tree represents a single decision
tree. Each individual tree has randomly selected attributes from the dataset.
The entire dataset is predicted from several decision trees outputs and choose
the winner expected class based on total numbers of votes [24].

Random Forest Classifier: It is one of the ensemble learning algorithms. The
main goal of this algorithm is to enhance trees algorithms based on the concept
of the forest. Random forest algorithms [25] have an acceptable accuracy rate.
It can be implemented to be able to handle noise in the dataset. It is averaging
multiple decision trees, trained on different parts of the same dataset. The
number of trees must be fixed in advance. Each individual tree within a forest
predicts the expected output. Then the expected output selected by a voting
technique [25].
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5. Generating the IDS Models

There are 21 types of attacks appearing in the KDD-99 dataset. These
attacks are categorized into four groups (DOS, R2L, U2R, and PROBE). Each
attack types has different number of instances and occurrences in dataset.

After the preprocessing of the KDD-99 dataset, 148,753 instances of records
have been extracted to an SQL server. This labeled data serves as a training
set for the further IDS model generation. The attack categories and types
with the number of instances are presented on Table 3. Based on the analysis
of KDD-99 dataset the occurrence distribution of the different attack types
was recorded. 79% of the extracted data present DOS attacks, 19% is related
to the instaces of normal traffic and 2% is related to other types of intrusions
(U2R, R2U and PROBE).

Table 3. The Training Model Dataset.

Categories of Attack Attack name Number of instances
DOS SMURF 85,983

NEPTUNE 32,827
Back 70
POD 10
Teardrop 30

U2R Buffer overflow 10
Load Module 2
PERL 1
Rootkit 5

R2L FTP Write 2
Guess Passwd 10
IMAP 4
MulitHop 2
PHF 1
SPY 1
Warez client 31
Warez Master 7

PROBE IPSWEEP 382
NMAP 70
PORTSWEEP 318
SATAN 487

Normal 28,500

In this paper, the experiments were performed on an Ubuntu 13.10 platform,
Intel R, Core(TM) i5-4210U CPU @ 1.70GHz (4CPUs), 6 GB RAM. The
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applied machine learning tool was the Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis (WEKA) [26]. It is an open source tool written in JAVA and available
for free. It provides all the classifiers referred in this paper. These are the J48,
Random forest, Random Tree, Decision Table, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
Naive Bayes and Bayes Network. Based on the preprocessed 148,753 instances
according to the labeled attack categories (see attack types and categories on
Table 3) all the seven studied classifiers were created. For the creation of
the classifiers all the labeled data were processed as training data. The cross
validation of the classifiers were omitted, as our goal was to compare the best
available performance of the different type of classifiers based on an existing
data (KDD-99 records), not on an unknown data set. Then the classifiers were
saved for a comprehensive study introduced in the followings.

6. Performance of the IDS implementation

After the IDS model generation, the next step is the comparative study of
the models. In order to implement a fair testing phase fully randomized 60,000
instances have been extracted from the preprocessed database. The extracted
testing data included all the 21 attack types of the KDD-99 dataset and labeled
according to the attack categories introduced on Table 3. There are several
metrics that can be used for evaluating the efficiency of the IDS model. In this
paper, the confusion matrices were generated for each classification algorithms.
Furthermore, the following performance metrics [14] were computed:

• True Positive (TP): This value represents the correct classification
of the attack packets as attacks.

• True Negative (TN): This value represents the correct classification
of the normal packets to be normal traffic.

• False Negative (FN): This value represents an incorrect classification,
where the attack packet classified as normal packet. A large FN value
presents a serious problem of confidentiality and availability of network
resources, because the attacker succeeded to pass through the IDS.

• False Positive (FP): This value represents incorrect classification,
where the normal packet classified as an attack. The increasing of FP
value increases the computation time, but it is considered as less harmful
than the increased FN value.

• Precision: Is one of the primary performance indicators. It presents
the total number of records that are correctly classified as attack divided
by a total number of records classified as attack. The precision can be
calculated as follows:
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P =
TP

(TP + FP )
(6.1)

In addition, the number of both correctly and incorrectly classified instances
are recorded with respect to the time taken for proposed training model.

During the testing phase, the following classification parameters were ap-
plied:

• J48 tree classifier: confidence factor = 0.25; numFolds = 3; seed =
1; unpruned = False, collapse tree = true and sub tree rising = true.

• Random forest classifier: number of trees = 100 and seed = 1.
• Random tree classifier: min variance = 0.001 and seed = 1.
• Decision Table classifier: Best First Search (BFS) and cross value

= 1.
• MLP classifier: search learning rate = 0.3, momentum = 0.2, valida-

tion threshold = 20.

Table 4 presents the TP rate and the Precision values of the studied clas-
sification algorithms during the experiments. It can be concluded that the
random forest classifier achieved the highest 93.1% TP rate, and the random
tree classifier achieved the lowest 90.6% TP rate. I.e. the random tree clas-
sifier has the lowest correct attacks classification value. The decision table
classifier reached the lowest 94.4% precision value. This indicates that the de-
cision table classifier suffers from an increasing false positive value. Therefore,
there is a large number of normal packets classified as attack packets.

Table 4. The True Positive Rate and the Precision

Classification Algorithms TP Rate Precision
J48 0.931 0.989
Random forest 0.938 0.991
Random tree 0.906 0.992
Decision table 0.924 0.944
MLP 0.919 0.978
Naive Bayes 0.912 0.988
Bayes Network 0.907 0.992

In general, the TP rate and precision values are important performance
parameters for a common intrusion detection system, but from another per-
spective the most serious performance parameters are the FP rate and the
FN rate. The goal of this study is to decrease both of these parameters, as
much as possible, especially the FN parameters. The FP and FN performance
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parameters of the IDS tests are summarized on Table 5. It can be concluded,
that the random tree classifier achieved the highest 0.093 FN rate. Hence
there is a large number of attacks classified as normal packet. On the contrary
with the decision table classifier which is achieved the lowest 0.002 FN rate. In
the same time, the decision table classifier reached the highest 0.073 FP rate.
It means that there is a large number of normal packet classified as attack
packets.

Table 5. The False Positive Rate and the False Negative Rate

Classification Algorithms FP Rate FN Rate
J48 0.005 0.063
Random forest 0.001 0.061
Random tree 0.001 0.093
Decision table 0.073 0.002
MLP 0.014 0.066
Naive Bayes 0.002 0.085
Bayes Network 0.001 0.092

Table 6 presents the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and area under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC). RMSE presents the difference
between the actual and the desired outputs based on the confusion matrix. The
model with lower value of RMSE indicates better output prediction efficiency,
on the contrary large value of RMSE indicates lower prediction efficiency.
The ROC value is calculated based on the true positive and the false positive
values. The large value of ROC indicates that the model has better intrusion
detection ability, while the lower value present the weakness of the model.

Table 6. The Root Mean Square Error and the Area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic

Classification
Algorithms

ROC
Area

Root Mean
Squared Error

J48 0.969 0.0763
Random forest 0.996 0.0682
Random tree 0.953 0.0763
Decision table 0.984 0.0903
MLP 0.990 0.0813
Naive Bayes 0.969 0.0872
Bayes Network 0.997 0.0870
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According to the results on Table 7, the Bayes network classifier achieved
the highest 0.997 ROC value, while the random tree classifier achieved the
lowest 0.953 value. Furthermore, the random forest classifier had the lowest
0.0682 RMSE value, while the decision table presented the highest 0.0903
value. After the classification of 60,000 instances of the KDD-99 dataset, the
total number of incorrectly classified records for each selected classifier, and
the average accuracy rate is presented on the Table 7. The average accuracy
rate is calculated according to the following formula:

AverageAccuracyRate =
TP + TN

TP + FN + FP + TN
(6.2)

Table 7. Average Accuracy Rate

Classification
Algorithms

Correctly
classified
Instances

incorrectly
classified
Instances

Accuracy
Rate

J48 55,865 4,135 93.10%
Random Forest 56,265 3,735 93.77%
Random tree 54,345 5,655 90.57%
Decision table 55,464 4,536 92.44%
MLP 55,141 4,859 91.90%
Naive Bayes 54,741 5,259 91.23%
Bayes Network 54,439 5,561 90.73%

It is important to mention, that it could take a long time to build the
IDS model. Based on the experiments, the building the random tree classifier
model is the fastest, while training the MLP classifier was taken about 176
minutes. In our experiments it was the longest model generation time. From
the results of the tests, we can conclude the followings:

• The Random forest achieved the highest 93.77 accuracy rate with
the smallest RMSE value and false positive rate.

• The Random tree classifier reached the lowest 90.73 average accuracy
rate with smallest ROC value.

• Regarding to the average accuracy rate there is no big difference be-
tween the MLP classifier and the Naive Bayes classifier.

• All classification algorithms present acceptable precision rates for de-
tecting normal packets.

• Bayes network classifier recorded the highest value for detecting cor-
rectly the normal packets.
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• There are no big differences between the MLP and the J48 algorithms
based on FN parameters.

• Despite that the decision table classifier did not reached the highest
accuracy rate, but it had the lowest FN rate. The model generation
time was also acceptable.

• All of the tested classification algorithms had acceptable model gen-
eration time, except the MLP.

• It can be concluded that the rule based algorithms (decision table)
are presented an acceptable accuracy rate with the lowest FN rate,
which is increasing the confidentiality and the availability of the network
resources.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

The KDD-99 dataset was applied for measuring the performance of seven
classification algorithms (Random tree, Random forest, Naive Bayes, MLP,
Decision table and J48) in IDS performance. The KDD-99 dataset includes
instances from 21 types of attacks from four attack groups (DOS, R2L, U2R,
and PROBE). Each attack types has different number of instances and oc-
currences in dataset. In our tests first the IDS models for the seven studied
classification algorithms were generated. Then their IDS performances were
tested based on randomly chosen KDD-99 data.

According to our experiments, from 60,000 randomly chosen testing records,
the random forest algorithm achieved the highest 93.77% accuracy value. Dur-
ing the same test it has 3,735 incorrectly classified records. The random tree
algorithm achieved the lowest 90.57% accuracy value with 5,655 incorrectly
classified records. Regarding to the root mean squared error values, also the
random forest algorithm achieved the lowest 0.0682 value, while the decision
table algorithm had the highest 0.0903 value. The Naive Bayes algorithm
needed the shortest model generation time, while the MLP algorithm reached
the longest 176 minute training time.

All the seven studied classification algorithms achieved acceptable precision
for detecting normal packets. The decision table algorithm had the lowest
0.002 false negative value, which means that it can detect various intrusion
types of the KDD-99 dataset successfully. The effectiveness of any IDS always
suffers from false negative values. The acceptable IDS should perform with
the lowest possible false negative value. Consequently, as a part of the future
work, we would like to modify the rule based decision table algorithm to a fuzzy
rule based system to generate an IDS model which can achieve an acceptable
accuracy rate with the lowest possible false negative classification.
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Abstract. The JavaScript technology, especially in the latest five years,
has been evolving very rapidly. In the world of WWW, of course, other
technologies are also available for developers, but JavaScript is one of
the best ways to develop applications for both traditional web and the
latest mobile environments. The modern web application frameworks
unfortunately do not support direct integration of C/C++ technolo-
gies. This problem can be solved by various utility software, e.g. the
Emscripten compiler, which translates C/C++ codes into JavaScript
leveraging LLVM technology as a transitional layer. Thus C/C++ pro-
grammers are not omitted from the world of Web and mobile develop-
ment and they can reuse existing mature codebases, especially in the
field of computer graphics. This paper describes theory, practical use
and inherent potential deals of Emscripten technology. A native C++
OpenGL application will be used as a real-world example, demonstrat-
ing efficiency and flexibility of this technique. Performance evaluation
of the JavaScript code compared to the native C/C++ application will
also be presented. To promote better understanding, our source code is
also available upon request.

Keywords: C/C++, JavaScript, LLVM, Emscripten, OpenGL

1. Introduction

Evolution of mobile and web technology development more and more excludes
C/C++ programmers from the web client and mobile software market. The
reason is that users prefer thin-client applications which can be launched on
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mobile devices and in desktop browsers. Applications are written in JavaScript
easier to be carried over between different browsers/platforms, easy to main-
tain and can be developed faster. These advantages can reduce the cost of
development. Also, there are some different optimization techniques to in-
crease performance, and reduce resource requirement of applications at the
same time. In contrast, high-level C/C++ programming language is harder
to port between different platforms, and require a recompilation in the most
cases. But, in case of complex and resource-intensive tasks (i.e. game engine
development), it’s still worth choosing C/C++ technologies.

Based on the current studies [1] programmers prefer more C/C++, than
JavaScript. In additional, a lot of complex systems have been written in
C/C++. These applications are constantly under maintenance and upgrades,
so they are still doing their job well (so they are still able to do their job well).
So the question is, why cannot we use these great systems via web or mobile
devices? The traditional idea is that, we should rewrite source code of the
whole application. But this problem can be solved with a new approach, via
Emscripten technology.

Using Emscripten, applications written in C/C++ programming language,
can be translated to JavaScript. During compilation process, the code trans-
lated to LLVM bit code, so it can be optimized. The result will be a less
resource-intensive, but outstanding performance JavaScript-based software.
Unlike the original code, the applications have been created this way, will
be able to run on mobile devices and in browsers. So the recompiling code
automatically provides the benefits of JS technology.

This article can be divided into four parts. The first part contains de-
scription of the essential theoretical background of Emscripten framework,
including a solid theoretical description of JavaScript, and its advantages and
disadvantages will be presented. As an integral part of Emscripten, we present
the structure and the most important functions of the LLVM compiler. The
second part of the paper presents the Emscripten itself, and contain a guide
required to use the technology. The third section shows how to use the frame-
work in practice, via a simple graphical application. It includes the constraints
of the technology, and other tasks required to achieve a proper final result. The
last part describes our experiences gained through the testing of the frame-
work, and contains some benchmark data, we got from the C/C++, and the
translated JavaScript application.
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2. Background

A basic knowledge of C/C++ language is required to use Emscripten tech-
nology. The usage of the compiler can be problematic without understand
the code appears at the frontend of the framework (even if we have a lot of
source files (even in the case of having a lot of source files). There will be more
information about this issue in Section 4. Furthermore, the JavaScript code
generated by the Emscripten does not require additional development work, it
is necessary to briefly introduces the script language, including its advantages
and disadvantages.

JavaScript [2] is an object-oriented, prototype-based scripting language that
is mainly used for Web sites, either as an integral part of an html file or
in a separated JS file. It started to spread in the 1990s, and still widely
used as the part of the websites, with HTML, and CSS. Other programming
languages also can be run on the web, such as Java, and Flash, but in these
cases, the extensions are not integrated into the browser applications, but
must be manually installed. Furthermore these are not platform independent
tools, for example usually cannot be run on iOS devices. Because of these
issues JavaScript becomes the most widely used programming language to
create the client side of web applications. The advantages of the language
are the following. software created by JavaScript can be run on desktop,
and mobile browsers too. It runs on client side, the development is relatively
easy, quick, and does not require recompilation. Disadvantages include the
fact, that it is browser dependency and slow speed. Although it standardized,
but different engines (layout engines) can interpret it in different ways, which
leading to operational inconsistencies. Compared to C/C++ applications, it
significantly provides less performance, but with optimization procedures of
LLVM compiler (which is the part of the Emscripten technology) a majority
of the lost performance can be recovered.

Before creating the JavaScript code, Emscripten compiles the C/C++ sources
into LLVM bit code. This procedure can give a quasi-optimal code as a final
result, which is already ready to run in browsers. LLVM compiler is a very im-
portant, and useful part of Emscripten, so this paper deals with its theoretical
background as well.

We have collected and investigated other technologies designed to run a
specific programming language on the Web. For example Google Web Toolkit
[3] which translates Java to JavaScript, Pyjamas (Python → JavaScript),
SCM2JS [4] (Scheme→ JavaScript), and AFAX [5] (F#→ JavaScript) frame-
works are serve this purpose too. But, in this paper we are focusing C/C++,
and these tools are not suitable for our goals, so we will not deal with them.
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2.1. Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM)

Emscripten framework uses LLVM to optimize the output of the JavaScript
code. The LLVM compiler has been designed to optimize any programming
languages in compile-time, link-time, run-time, and in idle time. A robust
open source application, that competes with GCC in terms of compilation
speed and the performance of the generated code. As a consequence, it has
been widely used in both academia and industry [7].

The code representation describes the code as an abstract RISC-like (re-
duced) instruction set, but also provides higher level information for more ef-
ficient analysis. Including type information, explicit control flow graphs, and
an explicit dataflow representations. It supports language independent in-
struction set and type systems. The instructions stored in SSA (Static Single
Assignment) form, which helps to simplify analysis of dependencies between
variables [8].

The LLVM code representation has the following novel properties [7]:

1. Low-level, language-independent type-system for implement data types
and operations from high level languages, eliminating the primitives at
all stages of optimization. The type system includes type information
used by sophisticated (but language-independent) techniques, such as
algorithms for pointer analysis, dependence analysis, and data trans-
formation. In other words: simple, language-independent type system,
that exposes the primitives generally used to implement high level pro-
gramming language features.

2. Instruction set for performing type conversions and low-level address
arithmetic without losing the type information.

3. Two, low-level exception-handling instructions for effectively implement-
ing high-level language specific exceptions with simple methods.

The LLVM compiler is source-language-independent due to low-level in-
struction set, and memory model. The technology slightly offer more than the
standard assembly languages, and the type system does not prevent to add
type information to the code. It also does not have specific runtime require-
ments [7].

Figure 1. Simplified model of LLVM
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The simplified usage of the compiler framework can be described as follows:
The source code at the frontend (written in any programming language) trans-
lated to machine code. Then different optimization methods (depends on the
user choice) optimize the source. Finally the result will be runnable code at
the backend, written in an appropriate programming language for the target
architecture (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Detailed model of LLVM

The LLVM-based compiler allows to compile the high level programming
language resources to LLVM IR language (Figure 2). The IR (Intermediate
Representation) is assembly-like low-level programming language that allows
optimization, code compilation, and static analysis. The resulting code runs
on a variety of systems, including for example the X86/64, and the ARM
architectures. The technology allows static translation (as usual in the case
of the GCC), but also supports dynamic JIT (Just-In-Time) translation. The
project created mainly for C/C++ front-end, but has the ability to compile
any other programming language too, for example Haskell, Scheme, Scala,
Objective C etc. [6]

Figure 3. LLVM LTO
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Most of the modern compiler environments support optimization in linking
time (LTO)(Figure 3). The disadvantage of LTO is that, it can deal with only
one unit simultaneously (like a C file, with its headers) and cannot optimize a
larger context. LLVM compilers, (like Clang) support this type of optimization
with the –flto, and –o4 commands. These settings indicate to the compiler,
that it needs to produce .o file from the LLVM byte code instead of a native
object file, and that, the code generation have to be in the linking phase, as
shown in Figure 3. The linker detects, that the generated .o files are not native
object files, but contain LLVM byte code, therefor it reads every byte code
file into the memory, and after linking executes optimization processes on the
entire code. As the optimizer unit oversees the entire structure now, it can
perform its tasks more effectively [9].

Figure 4. LLVM ITO

Installation time optimization (ITO) can take into account special features
of the target architecture as well (eg. MMX, SSE, AVX). The advantage of
this method is that, the optimizer unit will recognize the device specifications
in all cases, so the architectural benefits are exploitable(Figure 4).

3. Emscripten Conception

Applications, written in C / C++ language are generally ”make life easier
for the computer” so it can achieve higher performance. In contrast, applica-
tions written in JavaScript make life easier for programmers, but some loss in
performance occurs. If high performance is essential for a given kind of soft-
ware (for example, video-game engines, distributed systems etc.) the C/C++
language is inevitable. Of course, it is not expected to make the same applica-
tion for multiple platforms, by the reason of the short deadlines, generated by
rapidly developing technology. This problem can be solved by the Emscripten
technology that converts the C/C++ source code for the web and/or the mo-
bile version of the same product, with minimal modification (adds Emscripten
specific methods etc., see Chapter 4). Build-in LLVM compiler also eliminates
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the above-mentioned performance loss using various optimization methods.
The behavior of the resulting software is same as the original application, but
its availability (due to the web environment) and its performance (due to the
optimization) is greater (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Emscripten compiling conception [11]

Emscripten framework is written in JavaScript language, and it can be
downloaded from the following link under MIT open source license:
http://www.emscripen.org. The compiler is designed to fix parts of the origi-
nal high-level structure of the code, that were lost during the compilation to
low level LLVM byte code, when creating the JavaScript code. In the follow-
ing we describe the LLVM – JavaScript compilation process, and present the
Relooper algorithm, which is able to create high level loop structure from the
low level branching data.

There are two available methods to use this technology: the first option
is the pre-translation (static) mode, the second is the runtime translation
(dynamic) mode. Then we translate the resulting code to JavaScript with
the help of Emscripten. The latter option is useful when the run time of the
language is written in a programming language, that has, but the language
itself has no frontend. For example, currently Python does not have a frontend,
but it is possible to translate CPython (Python standard C implementation)
to JavaScript, and run Python code. Frontends for various languages exist,
including C/C++, and also various new and emerging languages (e.g., Rust)
[11].

3.1. Optimization process

Many (mostly big, but sometimes smaller) application’s code, during the soft-
ware development processes become too complex, so the errors almost in-
evitable, and the final performance can be far below what is expected. The
most common problem is that the developers do not invest enough emphasis on
optimization, and do not clarify various dependencies like dynamic libraries,
etc., because these limitations have not been appeared on the platform, which
the application is designed. If we would like to run the application on another
hardware, it might not be able to ensure proper performance, and/or it will
be difficult to port to other platform.
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Emscripten itself does not provide optimization automatically without the
appropriate command line settings. With default settings, the framework
generates the JavaScript code without any optimization (i.e. it contains more
than necessary variable declaration). For example it stores every variable in
an array, and controls the flow of execution using a switch-in-a-loop, instead
of normal JavaScript loops and ifs. Before compiling the C/C++ code to
JavaScript, the Emscripten technology optimize it with the help of the built-in
LLVM, furthermore the Closure Compiler give some more optimization for the
.js code afterwards. These procedures remove unneeded variables, eliminate
dead code and inline functions [11]. There are two important optimization
methods, as follows:

1. Variable nativization: converts every variable that are on the stack
to native JavaScript variables. The Emscripten tries to implement this
process to the maximum number of variables during the optimization
processes. Except those variables, which were used outside of a function,
or were passed to another method.

2. Relooping: recreate the high level loop and of structures from the low
level LLVM assembly code.

3.2. Relooper algorithm

The Relooper is the most complex module of Emscripten. It generates high-
level JavaScript flow structures (loops, ifs), Emscripten code blocks from set
of labeled fragments of code [11]. The JS engines are designed to run the codes
as fast as possible, so the structure of the code have to be manufactured to
comply with this restriction. To present the steps of the Relooper algorithm
we have to define the three different blocks of Emscripten. These are shown
below [11]:

1. Simple: contains one internal label, and a reference to the Next block,
which the internal label branches to.

2. Loop: it represents a basic loop, and contains two internal sub-blocks
(the Inner block, that appears inside the loop, and the Next block, that
appear outside the loop).

3. Multiple: it represents branches joining each other, and also contains
two internal sub-block, the Handled, and the Next blocks.

The steps of the Relooper algorithm are as follows [11]:

1. Receive a set of labels and entry point. The goal is to make a block
from the labels.

2. Tracking one of the possible execution path, it calculates for every label
which other labels it can reach.
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3. If there is only one entry point, and cannot return back, then creates a
Simple block, where the entry point is the internal label, and the Next
block contain every other label. The entry points of the Next block are
those points, which the internal label can branch.

4. If it can return all of the entry points, creates a Loop block, whose Inner
block contains all of the labels, which can reach one of the entry points,
and whose Next block contains every other labels.

5. If there are more than one entry point, then it creates a Multiple block.
Find all labels that cannot be reached by other entry points for all entry
point.

6. If it cannot create a Multiple block, then it prepares a Loop block as
described above.

4. How to Use Emscripten

The installer available at the following link: http://www.emscripten.org.
A lot of tutorials are available on the same link too. Source codes can be
found in the Emscripten’s sub-folder after the installation. The framework is
available on Windows, Linux, and iOS as a command-line environment. The
official website provides detailed descriptions about the technology, but in this
paper we present a more complex example via a C/C++ graphical application.
The manual does not complete, is shows only the functions we utilized. The
demo application is available at the following link: http://goo.gl/YmV2EA.
(Figure 6)shows the the demo application.

Figure 6. Demo application
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4.1. Coding process

Usually if the source code does not contain graphical elements, then it does not
require interventions before use. However, most of the code of graphical appli-
cations have to be prepared for different environments (i.e. if the code contains
infinite loop [gameloop]). This is the job of application developers. The code
transformation process will work, but the JavaScript code will not run properly
in the browsers. The JavaScript code can run only in one thread, so these so-
lutions cannot be used without modifying the code. To solve this program the
developers of the Emscripten technology creates the emscripten set main loop
(function, int fps, int simulate infinite loop) method. The function parameter
indicates the primary method have to be done by while loop; fps means frames
per second (0: unlimited); and the last parameter represents the infinite loop
simulation (0: run only once, 1: infinite loop). In our application we used this
method as follows:

#ifdef EMSCRIPTEN

#include <emscripten.h>

#endif

void loop(){

/* draw models, translations, rotations */

/* draw particles */

}

int main( void ){

/* initializing GLEW */

/* Creating matrices, textures, particle system, models (coordinates, colors)
*/

#ifdef EMSCRIPTEN

emscripten set main loop(loop, 0, 1);

#else

do{
loop();

}
while( glfwGetKey(window, GLFW KEY ESCAPE ) != GLFW PRESS

&&
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glfwWindowShouldClose(window) == 0 );

#endif

}
In order to use the Emscripten specific methods in our code, we have to

include emscripten.h header file. With the use of #ifdef , we can compile the
source code and run the application as a C/C++ and Emscripten versions too
without performing any changes in the code. So, if we would like to run it as a
C/C++ application, Emscripten specific parts will not compile, on the other
hand, if we would like to transform the source code to JavaScript, then these
parts will compile too.

Developers of the Emscripen offer the SDL window manager library to use.
In contrast we used GLFW3, and our experiences show that this library is
fully compatible with the Emscripten as well. However, the necessary header
files are not included in the framework. The solution to this problem is simple,
we only need to copy the appropriate files into the Emscipten’s include folder.
But the SDL tools do not require any action from the developers.

To move and to rotate three-dimensional shapes, it is required to perform
matrix transform operations. The GLM libraries contain the necessary meth-
ods for this. This header files are not part of the Emscripten framework, but
easy to install them, as described above.

The application has been made in OpenGL 3.3 environment. To draw the
models, we originally used GLSL 3.3 (OpenGL Shading Language) language,
which is a high-level language based on the C programming language syntax.
Most of the sample programs we found on the internet use this version as
well. However, we realized that the Emscripten only supports the WebGL
compatible GLSL ES 1.0, and 2.0 shader languages, and GLSL 3.3 code cannot
be automatically converted to one of these. We can solve this problem with
manual code modifications. The following table shows the differences between
the two mentioned shader language implementation through the vertex and
the fragment shader we used in our application.
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Table 1: Differences between the vertex shaders

GLSL 3.3 GLSL ES 1.0
#version 330 core

layout(location = 0) in vec3 attribute vec3

vertexPosition modelspace; vertexPosition modelspace;

layout(location = 1) in vec3 attribute vec3 vertexColor;

vertexColor;

out vec3 fragmentColor; varying vec3 fragmentColor;

uniform mat4 MVP; uniform mat4 MVP;

void main() { void main() {
gl Position = MVP * gl Position = MVP *

vec4(vertexPosition modelspace, 1); vec4(vertexPosition modelspace, 1);

fragmentColor = vertexColor; fragmentColor = vertexColor;

} }

Table 2: Differences between the fragment shader

GLSL 3.3 GLSL ES 1.0
#version 330 core precision mediump float;

in vec3 fragmentColor; varying vec3 fragmentColor;

out vec3 color; /* varying vec3 color; */

void main() { void main() {
color = fragmentColor; gl FragColor =

vec4(fragmentColor, 1.0);

} }

Table 3: Summary of the differences between the two versions

GLSL 3.3 GLSL ES 1.0
vertex shader fragment

shader
vertex shader fragment

shader
#version xxx
core

#version xxx
core

– precision medi-
ump float

layout(location
= x) in

in attribute varying

out out varying varying
out variable’s
name

gl FragColor

texture texture2D
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There were no further issues has been reported during the translation of
the sample application. However, we tried to compile a complex video-game
engine, but a new issue appeared. The software contained some old, OpenGL
1.x specific methods that Emscripten was unable to translate correctly. This
problem should be solved by the –s LEGACY GL EMULATION = 1 argu-
ment, but based on our experiences, some functions are not useable yet. Note
that: the framework could not translate the following OpenGL methods:

1. glListBase

2. gluBuild2DMipmaps

3. glDeleteList

4. glDrawPixels

5. glLightf

6. glVertex2D

7. glGenLists

8. glEndList

9. glCallLists

10. glNewList

4.2. Compiling process

The compiler framework can only work in a command-line environment. For
large-scale projects, it is subservient to create a Makefile, because of the nu-
merous source files and other auxiliary files, like models, shader, and textures.
This prevents (using different technologies, changing name, or number of the
source files etc.) you from typing the – usually long – commands into the
command prompt again.
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Figure 7. Detailed model of Emscripten

The compiler input is the C/C++ files and the output depends on the
extensions specified (.js, .html). It can be .bc (or .o), .js, and .html. The first
represents pure LLVM byte code, the second represents JS code, and the last
one represents JS code embedded into html template. Tracking and setup the
runtime parameters are easier using the html template. The code obtained in
this manner will be immediately executable in desktop and mobile browsers
(Figure 7). The LLVM byte code cannot run on its own.

The command which is required to compile the application is divided into
five parts. The first part is the emcc (in case of C source), or the em++ (in
case of C++ source) command. This is followed by the list of source files, then
the switches required for the used technologies. If other files are needed to run
the application properly (models, textures, shader etc.) Emscripten has to
preload these, so we need to mark them as well. In this case, a .data file will
be generated (besides .js and .html files), which will contain these information.
The last part of the command will indicate the output file.

emcc main.c shader.c –s USE SDL = 2 –preload-file texture.jpg –o index.html

Switches and other necessary commands we used in our application are shown
in the following table with explanation:
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Table 4: Command line switches for the different technologies [10]

-s USE SDL = 2 allow SDL2
-s USE SDL IMAGE = 2 allow SDL image
-s USE GLFW = 3 allow GLFW3
-s FULL ES2 = 1 allow GLSL ES2
-s LEGACY GL EMULATION=1force to handle OpenGL 1.x

methods
-s DEMANGLE SUPPORT = 1 convert class and function

names
-std=c++11 handle c++11 specific opportu-

nities (i.e. lambda) kezelése
–preload-file dir/fájl neve load files (without file name the

whole directory will be loaded)

Each switch performs different operations depending on what is required.
(Table 5) We analyzed the results given by all the available switches. Our
experiences will be summarized later.
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Table 5: Switches for optimization [10]

-O0 No optimization
-O1 Simple optimization. Fast, but not really in-

crease the performance. Eliminates run-time
exception handling assertions. Relooping.

-O2 Same as the –O1 switch, but extended with
JS optimization. It is useful in preparing the
final version of the application. The trans-
lation is slow, however, this method provides
the smallest and the fastest JS code.

-O3 Same as the –O2 switch, but provides more
JS code optimization.

-Os Same as the –O2 switch, but provides ,,ex-
tra” optimization, that reduces the size of the
code, and increases the speed of the applica-
tion. Only for byte code optimization.

-Oz Same as the –Os switch, but takes further
code size reduction. Only for byte code op-
timization.

-s DISABLE EXCEPTION Enable exception handling
CATCHING = 0

-s AGGRESSIVE VARIABLE Eliminate unnecessary variables
ELIMINATION = 1

-s ALLOW MEMORY Unlimited memory usage
GROWTH = 1

As explained above, it is always useful to create a makefile for our projects
– especially if it contains a large number of files – to facilitate the translation
process, and the practical testing. With this method it is enough editing the
makefile, instead of typing all of the commands again and again. Of course,
the resulting makefile is not compatible with the Emscripten system, so we
need to perform some changes. The converted, Emscripten compatible make-
file contains the following code:Emscripten makefileW9067CC = emcc
SOURCES := $(wildcard *.cpp)
LDFLAGS = -O2 –llvm-opts 2
OUTPUT = glcore.html
F = –preload-file
all: $(SOURCES) $(OUTPUT)
$(OUTPUT): $(SOURCES)
$(CC) $(SOURCES) –bind -s USE GLFW = 3 -s FULL ES3 = 1 -std = c++11
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$(F) ColorFragmentShader.fragmentshader $(F) TransformVertexShader.vertexshader
$(F) TextVertexShader.fragmentshader $(F) TextVertexShader.vertexshader
$(F) Particle.vertexshader $(F) Particle.fragmentshader $(F) particle.DDS $(F)
font.DDS $(LDFLAGS) -o $(OUTPUT)
clean:
rm $(OUTPUT)
rm $(OUTPUT).mapW9067

5. Performance Analysis

Based on our experiences there are some cases, when the use of this technology
is simple, and the C/C++ source code does not require any code modifica-
tion. However, there are – mainly – graphical applications, where we have to
modify the source code of the original C/C++ application. Fortunately, these
changes are quite simple, only infinite loops ([gameloops]) should be changed
as described above.

Another problem is that, although a lot of files needed to develop a graphical
software are built into the compiler, the service is not complete, some of the
methods we have to use, are not part of the package. Mostly, these are the
functions used in the older OpenGL 1.1 technology. The personal solution
to this problem is not an easy task, it requires programming work within
the Emscripten framework. According to our research, the most appropriate
solution is the Regal graphics library package [14]. Furthermore there are some
other tools, which are unavoidable in many cases, but the framework does not
include them. For example the GLM library package for matrix operations, or
the GLFW3 windows manager technology (instead of SDL/SDL2). However,
in these cases, we only need to copy the necessary header files into to include
folder of the Emscripten, as described above.

The files (models etc.), used by the framework, need to be preloaded, and
this must be done by the developer. It is not a problem, but it may cause
a minor inconvenience. However, there are many other suitable solutions, for
example setting the root folder, wrapping the files etc.

We compiled and launched our graphical application with every possible op-
timization parameter. Our benchmark analysis includes CPU usage, memory
usage, rendering speed (FPS), size of the resulting code, and speed of the trans-
lation process. The study was extended to the original native C/C++ appli-
cation as well. The measurements were made with 1,500 new particles/frame.
The results are summarized in the following table.
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Table 6: Benchmarks

opti-
mization
level

CPU
usage
[%]

memory
usage
[MB]

speed
[FPS]

size of
the JS
code
[KB]

trans-
lation
speed
[sec]

original
C/C++

∼ 23.7 ∼ 84.9 ∼ 53 429 0.33

O0 (none) ∼ 12.1 ∼ 35 ∼ 115 2686 5.07
O1 (js) ∼ 9.4 ∼ 31 ∼ 142 2169 4.81
O2 (js) ∼ 8.2 ∼ 26 ∼ 162 581 6.62
O3 (js) ∼ 7.7 ∼ 19 ∼ 162 553 6.79
Os (LLVM) ∼ 8.1 ∼ 27 ∼ 162 546 6.80
Oz (LLVM) ∼ 8.0 ∼ 28 ∼ 160 549 6.83

6. Summary

With the help of the Emscripten technology, application codes written in al-
most any high level languages (such as C/C++, Python etc.) can be trans-
formed into JavaScript code, thus the original applications can be used on the
web, or on even mobile devices. This technology can optimize source codes
on many ways during the translation process. This feature is available due to
the LLVM (Low Level Virtual Machine) compiler framework. Emscripten is
accessible through a command-line environment and if the user would like to
use various technologies (SDL, GLFW, OpenGL 1.x methods etc.), load files
(models, textures, fonts etc.) or select optimization level and several different
other options are available.

A C/C++ graphical application has been implemented for the purpose of
doing benchmark tests. The JS code can run in a browser, in WebGL envi-
ronment. The required HTML file is created by the Emscripten too. We used
OpenGL 3.3, GLSL, GLFW3, and GLM libraries for the graphical visualiza-
tion. Our measurements 2include CPU utilization, and memory usage, FPS
(frames per second) values, size of the codes and translation speed. The tests
were performed with all the available optimization techniques. The source
code of sample application is available here: http://goo.gl/YmV2EA.

This paper contains the theoretical foundations for the technology acquisi-
tion, including JavaScript, LLVM and Emscripten. We have presented practi-
cal usage of the workspace and our experiences through our sample application.
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Abstract. The TSP is the problem to find the shortest path in a graph
visiting every nodes exactly once and returning to the start node. The
TSP is shown to be an NP-hard problem. To provide an acceptable solu-
tion for real life problems, the TSP are usually solved with some heuristic
optimization algorithms. The paper proposes a clustering-based .prob-
lem decomposition algorithm to form the global route with merging of
best local routes. Based on our test results, The proposed method can
improve the efficiency of the standard heuristic methods for the TSP
and MTSP problems.

Keywords: Traveling Salesman Problem, Clustering, Heuristic optimiza-
tion

1. Introduction

In base Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), a sales agent should visit all
cities exactly once, except the a depo city which is the source and terminal of
the route. The cities are represented with the vertices of a directed graph. The
edges are weighted and the goal is to find a route visiting all cities and having
a minimal total weight. The problem to build an optimal route corresponds to
find an optimal permutation of the vertices creating a minimal length route.
The TSP algorithm can be applied to solve many different problems, like

• planning of an optimal transportation route for both delivery and col-
lection tasks [2],
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• heuristic solving of the knapsack optimization problem [3],
• planning of optimal production sequence [1],
• printing press scheduling problem [4].

Based on the literature, the following variants of the TSP problem can be
highlighted:

• base Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP): single depot position and sin-
gle salesman,
• Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MTSP): single depot position

and many salesmen,
• Multi Depot Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MDMTSP): many

depots and many salesmen; every salesman is assigned to a single given
depot.

The TSP is a NP-hard problem [10], that means it is at least as hard as the
hardest problems in NP. The cost of a brute-force algorithm is in O(N !), thus
some heuristic should be used to find an approximation of the global optimum.

From the family of popular evolutionary algorithms, the following methods
are used most widely to find the god approximation of the optimal route:

• Genetic algorithm [5]: the set of parameter vectors is optimized using
selection, crossover and mutation operators.
• Particle swarm optimization [6]: more agents are generated which move

randomly but the optimum found by them is reinforced by other mem-
bers of the colony.
• Ant Colony Optimization [7]: more agents are generated which collab-

orate one another and with their environment.
• Tabu search [8]: the local search phase is extended with prohibitions

(tabu) rules to avoid unnecessary position tests.

Considering the standard heuristic algorithms, we can highlight the following
methods:

• Nearest neighbor algorithm [9]: it select the nearest unvisited node as
the next station of the route.
• Pairwise exchange of edges [12]: two disjoint edges are removed from

the route and two new edges are involved into the route to reduce the
total cost.

In many real applications the nodes corresponds to points in the space, where
the weights correspond to the distances between these positions. In this paper,
we are focusing on the problem where the nodes represent points in the Eu-
clidean space. We assume that there exists always a connection between any
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node pair within the graph. Considering the TSP with nodes in Euclidean-
space, we can observe that the optimal route usually connects neighboring
nodes, i.e. the adjacent nodes are near to each others.

In this paper, we introduce a two-phase route planning method with clus-
tering of the cities. In the first phase, the nodes are partitioned into disjoint
clusters. For every cluster, a local optimum route is generated. In the second
phase, these local routes are merged into a global route. The global route is
then refined using some standard heuristic methods.

The different cities are clustered into disjoint groups where a group contains
similar nodes. The similarity of two nodes is measured with the distance
value between the corresponding positions in the Euclidean space. To merge
the local routes into a global route, the optimum route of the clusters and the
optimum connection edges must be determined within a separate optimization
module. In Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem, we can use the clustering
method to determine the set of nodes assigned to the same salesman. Every
salesman must visit the cities of the same cluster.

The efficiency of the proposed two-phase TSP method is tested with the fol-
lowing heuristic TSP optimization methods: Hill-climbing algorithm; Nearest
neighbor algorithm and Nearest Insertion algorithm.

2. Formal description of the TSP

The formal model of TSP can be given with the following linear program-
ming description:

• N : number of nodes in the graph.
• ui : the position of the i-th city in the solution path.
• D: distance matrix; dij is the weight of the edge from the i-th node to

the j-th node; the distance values are non-negative values.
• X: adjacency matrix of the Hamilton cycle; xij = 1 if there is a directed

edge in the path from the i-th node to the j-th node; otherwise xij = 0.

• the objective function of the path optimization is:
∑N

i=1

∑N
j=1 dijxij →

min.
• every node has only one incoming edge: ∀j(i 6= j) :

∑N
i=1 xij = 1.

• every node has only one outgoing edge: ∀i(i 6= j) :
∑N

j=1 xij = 1.
• there is only a single tour covering all cities: ui − uj + Nxij ≤ N − 1.

In the case of multi-salesman traveling (MTSP) problem more than one
cycles should be generated (each salesman has a separate cycle) and each
node is visited only by one salesman. For MTSP, the formal model should be
extended with the following elements:
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• M : number of salesmen.
• constraints on the depo node (start and stop):

∑N
i=1 xi0 = M,

∑N
j=1 x0j =

M .

Due to the high complexity of TSP, there exists no algorithm for global exact
optimization with polynomial cost. For example, the Held-Karp algorithm
solves the problem in O(n22n) complexity. In order to provide an acceptable
solution for real life problems, the TSP are usually solved with some heuristic
optimization problem.

In the existing TSP algorithms, we use some heuristics to find an opti-
mum route. In our investigation, we use the following methods: hill climbing
algorithm; nearest neighbor algorithm and nearest insertion algorithm.

Having a context parameter set position p0 , the hill climbing method evalu-
ates some neighboring positions and selects the position with the best improve-
ment factor. This selected position will the next context position. The algo-
rithm terminates if no neighboring position with better fitness value is found.
In order to avoid weak local optimum positions, some random relocation mech-
anism is added to the base algorithm. In this case, several initial positions are
generated and processed. The 2-opt and 3-opt switch operations are the most
widely used methods to generate the neighboring positions. The 2-opt method
select two random edges from the context route and replace them with two
new matching routes. For example, having a route A→ a→ B → b with two
selected edges, a and b, the neighbor route is given with A → b → B′ → a,
where B′ denotes the inverse traversing of B. The 3-opt switch selects 3 edges
and replaces them with 3 new edges to get a neighboring route.

In the case of Nearest Neighbor algorithm [13] uses a simple and sometimes
efficient method to generate the optimum route. The algorithm starts with a
context node selected randomly. In the next step, the method evaluates all
free nodes and selects the node nearest to the context node. This node will
be the next element of the route. The algorithm will then process this node
as a new context node. This greedy algorithm terminates if all the nodes are
merged into the route. The MTSP variant of the Nearest Neighbor method
partitions the nodes into disjoint groups belonging to the different agents.
The simplest way to perform a partitioning is to set a size threshold nl on
the single routes. This constraint means that the greedy algorithm presented
before terminates if the nodes in the route equals to nl. After completing a
local route, the method starts to build up the local route for the next agent.
Another specialty of this algorithm is that every local route starts with the
depo node.
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Also the Nearest Insertion method builds up the route on an incremental
way. It starts with an node selected randomly. Having a context route, the
algorithm evaluates all free nodes and calculates the minimal length increase
related to inserting the selected node. Unlike the Nearest Neighbor method,
the selected node can be inserted into any positions within the context route.
The free node with the best minimal length increase is inserted into the route.
In the case of MTSP, the method initially starts the generation of local route
for ever agent.

3. Clustering methods

The clustering produces a partitioning of the elements where similar objects
are assigned to the same group while unsimilar objects should be mapped to
different groups. The input data can be given on two different ways. One
option is to use attribute vectors to describe the objects where the similarity is
calculated from the attribute values. Another option is to define the similarity
matrix of the objects directly. The elements with high similarity should be
assigned to the same cluster.

There are three main types of clustering methods:

• partitioning methods,
• hierarchical methods,
• density-based methods.

In the case of partitioning methods, in every iteration, a new partitioning
is generated. Having an initial partitioning, the quality is improved by re-
assignment of the items to different clusters. The re-assignment iteration is
terminated if the improvement value is getting below a threshold. The K-
means algorithm is a widely used partitioning-based clustering method.

In the hierarchical clustering methods, we take some extremum partitioning
(for example every item is a separate cluster). In every iteration step, the
current partitioning will be refined or it will be more coarse. The HAC [14] a
known example of this algorithm group.

In the case of density-based clustering, a item-density value is calculated
for every item position (or for the whole item domain). The clusters are
defined as maximal connected dense areas. Regarding the quality, the following
properties should be met by the selected partitioning algorithm [15]:

• scalability,
• supporting arbitrary cluster shape,
• detection of outlayer (noise) items,
• efficiency for high dimensional item domains.
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The K-means clustering partitions the items into a fixed number of clusters.
The number of the clusters is given as an input parameter set by the users.
Initially, the cluster centers are set randomly. In every iteration step:

• the items are assigned to the nearest center,
• a new center point is calculated for every cluster,
• if the old and new centers are within a threshold distance, the iteration

terminates.

The new cluster center is calculated with

xc =
1

Nc

∑
ic

xic

The algorithm optimizes the sum of squared errors value:∑
c

∑
ic

d(xc, xic)
2

There are two main approaches in the hierarchical clustering methods. The
first approach uses an agglomerative, bottom-up construction concept, while
the second approach is based on a divisive, top-down algorithm. In the case of
agglomerative method, every item is a separate cluster initially. In the iterative
loops, the two clusters having the largest similarity are merged in to a new
single cluster. The HAC method is the most widely used hierarchical clustering
method [14], where the clusters are merged on a greedy way. Two different
termination conditions can be given: minimal number of the clusters or the
minimal similarity for merging. The following methods are main methods to
measure the similarity (or distance) of two cluster.

• single linkage method: the distance of two clusters is equal to the dis-
tance of the two nearest points

d(c1, c2) = minx∈c1,y∈c2d(x, y)

• complete linkage method: the distance of two clusters is equal to the
distance of the two farthest points:

d(c1, c2) = maxx∈c1,y∈c2d(x, y)

• centroid linkage method: the distance of two clusters is equal to the
distance of the two center points:

d(c1, c2) = d(xc1 , xc2)

• average linkage method: the distance of two clusters is equal to the
average distance related to any possible point pairs:

d(c1, c2) =
1

|c1||c2|
sumx∈c1,y∈c2d(x, y)
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4. Clustering extended heuristic methods

We propose the extension of the standard heuristics methods with a clus-
tering phase in order to decompose the problem domain into a set of smaller
domains. This decomposition can be considered as the application of the
‘divide and conquer’ approach in solving of the TSP optimization problems.
To analyze the efficiency of clustering-based decomposition phase, we have
developed the following algorithms.

Clustered hill-climbing for TSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K: no specific constraint).
2. Calculate the cluster centers.
3. Hill-climbing TSP on the set of clusters to determine the cluster-level

route.
4. Determining the input/output ports of the clusters.
5. Hill-climbing TSP for every cluster to determine the inner-level routes.
6. Merging the inner-level routes into a global route based on the cluster-

level route.

Clustered hill-climbing for MTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the common depot element.
3. (Clustered) Hill-climbing TSP for every cluster to determine the local

routes for every agent.

Clustered hill-climbing for MDMTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the nearest depot element taken also the

capacity constraints into account.
3. (Clustered) Hill-climbing TSP for every cluster to determine the local

routes for every agent.

Clustered nearest neighbor for TSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K: no specific constraint).
2. Calculate the cluster centers.
3. Nearest neighbor TSP on the set of clusters to determine the cluster-

level route.
4. Determining the input/output ports of the clusters.
5. Nearest neighbor TSP for every cluster to determine the inner-level

routes.
6. Merging the inner-level routes into a global route based on the cluster-

level route.
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Clustered nearest neighbor for MTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the common depot element.
3. (Clustered) nearest neighbor TSP for every cluster to determine the

local routes for every agent.

Clustered nearest neighbor for MDMTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the nearest depot element taken also the

capacity constraints into account.
3. (Clustered) nearest neighbor TSP for every cluster to determine the

local routes for every agent.

Clustered nearest insertion for TSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K: no specific constraint).
2. Calculate the cluster centers.
3. Nearest insertion TSP on the set of clusters to determine the cluster-

level route.
4. Determining the input/output ports of the clusters.
5. Nearest insertion TSP for every cluster to determine the inner-level

routes.
6. Merging the inner-level routes into a global route based on the cluster-

level route.

Clustered nearest insertion for MTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the common depot element. (Clustered)

nearest insertion TSP for every cluster to determine the local routes for
every agent.

Clustered nearest insertion for MDMTSP:

1. Clustering of the nodes into disjoint groups (K : number of the agents).
2. Extending every cluster with the nearest depot element taken also the

capacity constraints into account.
3. (Clustered) nearest insertion TSP for every cluster to determine the

local routes for every agent.

In the case of multi-depot TSP variants, the depots may be fixed in advance
or it can be located to any nodes. In our algorithm, we used the cluster-center
depo location mechanism.

The implemented test framework provides the following functions:
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• generation of test data,
• test data file level input/output,
• execution of the mentioned standard heuristic methods,
• solving TSP, MTSP and MDMTSP problems,
• adding cluster-based optimization,
• representation of the results in graph formats.

5. Test results

The evaluation tests were executed for small and medium sized problem
domains with the following parameters:

Table 1. Test parameters

N: number of
nodes

A: number of
agents

D: number of
depots

small domain 10–100 1–10 1–10
medium domain 100–1000 1–100 1–100

In the tests, two main quantities were analyzed:

• length of the generated route (L),
• execution time (T) in ms.

The results for (N:1000, A:10, D:1) are summarized in the Table 2. The column
CL denotes whether the algorithm includes a clustering phase or not.

Table 3 shows the summarized results for medium size input domain (N:1000,
A:100, D:1).

The analysis of the test results show, that

• the clustering provides significantly improvement in fitness efficiency for
the complex MTSP and MDMtSP problems,
• the clustering can improve the fitness efficiency of the standard heuristic

methods for the TSP problem, too,
• the fitness efficiency of the proposed low cost clustering optimization

module is comparable with the fitness efficiency of the complex com-
pound optimization algorithms requiring a higher execution cost,
• the clustering phase requires additional 20%–80% computation costs.

Based on the performed experiences, the proposed cluster optimization
phase is a promising approach to enhance the efficiency of the complex TSP
problems. In the next phase of our investigation, we will focus on the devel-
opment of an improved TSP-adjusted clustering method.
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Table 2. Test parameters for small number of agents

method CL T tsp T mtsp
T
mdmtsp

L tsp L mtsp
L
mdmtsp

nearest
neighbor

N 125 83 125 2,787 3,603 3,234

nearest
neighbor

Y 105 125 152 3,151 2,978 3,053

nearest in-
sertion

N 31 43 105 3,062 4,294 3,795

nearest in-
sertion

Y 36 56 123 3,255 3,784 3,068

hill climb-
ing

N 16,124 24,014 24,012 3,538 10,051 10,421

hill climb-
ing

Y 18,154 17,297 18,354 2,626 3,099 2,673

nearest
neighbor
+ hill
climbing

N 16,154 25,341 25,887 2,530 3,070 2,896

nearest
neighbor
+ hill
climbing

Y 17,895 15,781 15,443 2,611 2,978 2,605

6. Conclusion

For TSP problems with high number of nodes, the multi layered optimiza-
tion is superior to the single level optimization. In the proposed multi layered
optimiza tion, the node set is partitioned into clusters or into hierarchy of
clusters. For each cluster, a separate local TSP optimization is performed
and then the local routes are merged into a global route. Based on the test
experiments the proposed method is superior to the single level optimization
method for both the TSP and MTSP problems
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Table 3. Test parameters for medium number of agents

method CL T tsp T mtsp
T
mdmtsp

L tsp L mtsp
L
mdmtsp

nearest
neighbor

N 125 62 62 2,784 10,122 3,889

nearest
neighbor

Y 17 12 93 2,612 9,620 2,976

nearest in-
sertion

N 31 31 26 3,062 13,425 7,182

nearest in-
sertion

Y 181 125 62 3,405 9,994 2,784

hill climb-
ing

N 16,124 24,452 24,002 3,538 22,974 14,762

hill climb-
ing

Y 30,045 33,012 31,034 2,643 9,355 2,597

nearest
neighbor
+ hill
climbing

N 16,164 24,514 24,881 2,530 8,905 3,081

nearest
neighbor
+ hill
climbing

Y 33,012 32,012 30,875 2,625 9,322 2,602
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A Short History of the Publications of the University of Miskolc

The University of Miskolc (Hungary) is an important centre of research in

Central Europe. Its parent university was founded by the Empress Maria Tere-

sia in Selmecbánya (today Banska Stiavnica, Slovakia) in 1735. After the First

World War the legal predecessor of the University of Miskolc moved to Sopron

(Hungary) where, in 1929, it started the series of university publications with

the title Publications of the Mining and Metallurgical Division of the Hungar-

ian Academy of Mining and Forestry Engineering (Volumes I–VI). From 1934

to 1947 the Institution bad the name Faculty of Mining, Metallurgical and

Forestry Engineering of the József Nádor University of Technology and Eco-

nomics Sciences at Sopron. Accordingly, the publications were given the title

Publications of the Mining and Metallurgical Engineering Division (Volumes

VII–XVI). For the last volume before 1950 due to a further change in the name

of the Institution Technical University, Faculties of Mining, Metallurgical and

Forestry Engineering, Publications of the Mining and Metallurgical Divisions

was the title. For some years after 1950 the Publications were temporarily

suspended.

After the foundation of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Miskolc

in 1949 and the movement of the Sopron Mining and Metallurgical Faculties

to Miskolc the Publications restarted with the general title Publications of the

Technical University of Heavy industry in 1955. Four new series Series A

(Mining), Series B (Metallurgy), Series C (Machinery) and Series D (Natural

Sciences) were founded in 1976. These came out both in foreign languages

(English, German and Russian) and in Hungarian.

After the foundation of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Miskolc

in 1949 and the movement of the Sopron Mining and Metallurgical Faculties

to Miskolc the Publications restarted with the general title Publications of the

Technical University of Heavy industry in 1955. Four new series Series A

(Mining), Series B (Metallurgy), Series C (Machinery) and Series D (Natural

Sciences) were founded in 1976. These came out both in foreign languages

(English, German and Russian) and in Hungarian. In 1990, right after the

foundation of some new faculties, the university was renamed the University

of Miskolc. At the same time the structure of the Publications was reorganized

so that it could follow the faculty structure. Accordingly, three new series were

established: Series E (Legal Sciences), Series F (Economic Sciences), and Se-

ries G (Humanities and Social Sciences). The seven series are constituted by

some periodicals and publications, which come out with various frequencies.
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